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L 17, 1972

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of Newt
En Murray and ----Calloway County

Mrs. Patsy Dyer was reelected president of the Murray
Tom Perkins says if you Chapter, National Se aviaries
break open a Persimmon seed,
Association, at their noon
,you will find the_nialino a
meeting, April- 17, at the
knife,•fork or spoon. We never
Southside Restaurant.
well
but
before
heard of this
Other officers elected were:
have -tte-try it.
President-elect, Mrs. Anna
Ruth Harris; Vice President,
evening last
A nice.•eojoyable
•
Mrs., Annie Nance; recording
night.
secretary, Mrs. Mary Alice
Trotter: - car-responding
We decided we would go over secretary, Mrs. Ann Thompson;
to the Holiday Inn, and have an treasurer, hirr_Wanda Hendon.
internatioreal -ondet -for--supper
An invitation has been exAgave de.. At the next table was leaded 'by the fropkinSialle "eaar
Ai
4.
Tom Morgan and his lovely wife Chapter to attend the indirector of • ool relations at Murray
Karen and their two children. , stallation of a new Chapter in
GETS STATE-WIDE POST: Charles L. Eldridge, right,
800-member Kentucky Personnel and
the
of
lect
Tirruny • age 4 and Tommy who Madisonville April 23.
president-e
State University, has been elected
Mid the association. (line is a
presi
nine,
will be one soon.
On April 29, there will be a Guidance Association for 1973. He is shown with Ed
Louisville.
in
School
High
Atherton
procedure guidance counselor at
Parliamentary
T is oat at the universit .

ee
fers
▪ -

ision
aturday
volved in a
m. Saturday
of Chestnut
Streets, ticfiled by the
• rs • the
rtment,
a 1972 Oki-or hardtop
Ann 11,
by James
Jr., of
d a 1967
r owned by
d driven by
Coart of 317
Coart was
10th Street,
stnut Street,
e Lands car,
taut.
Oldsmobile
e and to the
front end.

efeffl--

nitinications.
Tommy is quite active and wemight have talked further but
he was ready to go, and as you.
know when the youngest is
ready to go the entire family is
better off to just go. Anyway a
pleasant conversation. •
We -go from there over to
Jack and Arciith Persall's
house. Daughters Jill and Judy
were there. Jill will marry soon
to Wayne Hughes as you
probably know. Judy is a freshman at Murray,State.
•

Jack says -hia-TV is on the
aink so we engaged in more
conversation, which is all right.
Conversation has become
almost a_ lost art with the appearanee---of televiaion: -We'll
havc to admit it is difficult for

The speaker will be Mrs. Walter
H. Viiiaint; nationally known
registered professional
parliamentarian. The theme of
the Institute will be "What's
Wrong With Doing It Right.”
Topics to be discussed are
parliamentary terms, motions,
how to condbct a• meeting,
duties of officers, and committee reports. All members
are invited to attend.
Plans are complete for the
Executive Night Banquet, April
26, at the Holiday lnrir At this
time the Boss Of The Year and
Secretary Of The Year will be
announced. reatured spea er
'be Senator Carsoll Hub, Mayfield_ Reservatio
must be in by April 21.
g will
The next regular m
ya5 at
be a dessert-caffee o
"the Holiday Inn y7:00 oil. The
new officers yin be installed at

we nevem-much we want-taaar
ourselves, which we think is, so
britliant-and-scintiltating:
.
Someone once said that
good jaenversationa • you
ner.
have to be a-good *
- Anyway we
JilLhas
nice „gif
of..

the visit.
e-is so proud

citing folks intrigUe us. They
are not hampered with the
' doubtsand fears of older people
and go ahead and get the job
done.

Program Planned For
The Home Department

red
ent
fatally inrsons were
r accident
n on Kent, 3ai miles
• llision was
d, age 76, of
pronounced
the Mayfield
aal at 1:25
key Charles
of Murray
one of the
ohnson, age
ute Two, a
(Anton car,
rce, age 60,
ger in the
driven by
TaeifitiOtit
rasions, and
sustained
, according'
tiP Murray„Homaital._
treated and
arce repord injury and
Community
es for
In Camden,
to be on
Veteran1
, M.; and is
tighter, Mrs.

I

invite _if prospective
to the May meeting.
Patsy Dyer,•precidentaf
Murray Chapter, presided
at the laziness session.

Painting Workshop
Planned Art flu'

The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its regular meeting on Thursday. April 20, at two p.m: at the
club house.
Members of the Readers
Theatre group from Murray
State University will present
the program.
Hogtesses will pe Mrs. E.W.
Riley, Mrs.,Dwight Crisp, and
Mrs. Arvis Hendrix.

;SPACE "NTER, Houston studied data to learn the exact
onaut Thomas K. cause.
(AP)- th hel fr
11
Ma
ion Control, quitkry4over- sightings on the planet Jupitera guidance system prob- to align the spaceship, a red
lem that teniporarily locked the warning light flashed in the
Apollo 16 command ship in one cabin.
Something had happened to
position today. The spacemen
hurtled on, meanwhile toward a the guidance and' riavigatisa
Wednesday:.rendezvouswith the system, preventing the spacemoon.
ship from moving left or right.
•,
_
the problem was a mystery. - netted," Matta: igly,..TtlieThey were not certain whether mand module Pnat, radioed. "1
it would veeur and exPer,ta.
-doliviii:TOoking-IIMecs
arid all of a sudden I just saw a
warning light and I got no attitude (position) and a gimbal
lock light ... It looks like the
platform might be frozen."
Aefeered to the inertial
_ TbeUnited Campus Ministry
Or .
'
11c
eature a dialogue between Dr.
(Continued on Page Seven,
.S. Lowry and Dr. Van Bogard

Drs. Lowry & Dunn
Luncheon Speakers

The painting _ workshop,
sponsored by the Murray Art
Guild, is still ..open to any interested persons, according to
Mrs. Susanne Doyle and ,Mrs.
Cromwell Hauge.
The class will be under the
direction of Miss Donna Phippswho has also taught the
federally-sponsored workshop.
at Murray State University. No
formal training is necessary to
enroll in the class and beginners
are welcome.
Interested persons may call
Mrs. Doyle 753-8250 or Mrs.
Hauge 436-2432. The first class
is scheduled for April 19.

Dr. Lowry is Professor
Mull'ay State
meritus
niversity and recipient of the
'stinguished Professor Award.
. Dunn is Dean of the
ethodist Theological School in
io and is on campus at
urray State University as the
nited .„ Campus Ministry
Visiting Theologian.
The luncheon is held at 1240
ach Wednesday at the United
Campus Ministry 202 N. Ifith
Street and is open to the public.
For information or reservations
call 753-3531. -

Benefit Ballgame Will
Be Held Next Monday
A benefit ball game will be
held Monday, April 24, at seven
p.m. at the Kirkisey School gym
between the Kirksey and Hazel
Men's amd Women's basketball
teams.
.
Refreshritenta-will---beThe admission and all proceeds
' will go for the Roger Usher
family.

Local Persons Plead
Not Guilty In Court

The Weather
.Jacksen Purchase
:Sunny and Warmer Today.
Highs in the mid to upper 7
2artly cloudy and warmer
tonight. Lows in the mid to upper 50s. Increasing cloudiness
, Wednesday and warm with
•chante of thundershowers in
the afternoon or evening. Highs
. 75-80.
Thursday cooler with chance
of showers. '
- -Kentucky -State-Pareesst
er to•I0 .„r
kl Iii
day.. Partly cloudy and warmer
tonight. Increasing cloudiness
Wednesday with widely scattered showers in the north.
HinhaiadaY__
Lows aonight in the 50s. Highs
Wtainesdeyin-the-Ins.
Kentucky extended outlook.
Thursday through Saturday
A chance of •thundershowers
Thursday, ending Friday. Fair
Saturday.'Warm Thursday and
Friday ,and -cooler Saturday.
Lowsin the'low 50s eopping to
the low and mid 40s Saturday.
Highs in the upper- 60s Thurs.
--aleyasew0444th!rawelltrthelaW
to mid 60s'Saturday.

James M. Lawson and Ernesteen W. Flood entered pleas
of not guilty in.. a joint indictment charging xiolations.of
the federal stolen motor vehicle
in the United States District
court at Paducalt on Monday.
A hearing was set for April 27
for motions by Lawson's attorney:Trial in the case was set
for May 4.
_
The cases of James Lawrence
Tyler and Bobby Wilson
Chester,charged with receiving
stolen, property of the United

-Body-ef—Drowning
im Mitre

Class Play
Presented
By Juniors

Stuart Poston
Named New
Administrator

The Murray High Junior
Class presen ed its annual
Junior-night,
urray Middle
April 13, in
School Auditorium.
_
ch-is a 331
'"Room 222" by Christopher • R. B. Patterson. Chairman of Maryville, Tenn.:whi
hospital.
bed
by
n
presentatio
Sergel was the
the Murray Calloway County
Poston holds a Master of
the Murray High class of 1973. Hospital Board of Trustees,
in Hospital
Roderick Reed portrayed "Pete announced, today...that Stuart Science. Degree..
the Trinity from
ation
--Administr
- bps
Dixon," a well-liked history Poston, of-Mar yville, Term.;
Antonio,
San
in
University
teacher.
been employed by the Hospital
•
Degree in
BS
a
and
Texas,
*atent
the
tor
was
Id
Anne Erwin
Board as the new administra
from
tion
Administra
Business
teacher "Alice Johnson." of theMurray Calloway County
• Memphis State University.
Principal :Seymour Kauf- Hospital.The new administrator was
by
life
to
that
man", was brought
Chairman Patterson said
and-sxlucated in Ripley,
born
Mark Compton.
Poston would be moving -toTenn. and has been active in
Daveen Perry portrayed the
guidance counselor, "Liz
(Continued on Page Seven)
McIntyre." Larry • Robinson
and Jan Shuffet ere cast as
-01
Id schoolteacher.- Rachel
aar played the solemn
"supervisor," and Keith Farrell
enacted the role of a "wishywashy parent."
Ted Forrest, Dean Willis,
Cathy
Hussung,
huck
.In observance of "Natinnal
hristopher, Joyce Wooden,
Library Week, Story Hours this
ah Sams, Cheryl Pierce,
week at the Calloway Public
Charles I. Eldridge, director
(Continued on Page Seven)
Library will be on people of
of school relations at Murray
lands. 1972 has been
other
been
State University, has
as "Internationaldesignated
president-elect of the
Year" and the theme is
Book
800-member Kentucky Per=
People
Bring
"Books
Guidance
sonnet • and
Togeiter." "That is just what
Association for 1973.
• to-do-at-both-atorY
ii
The ' va •
Stuart Poston
said Mrs. Margaret_
tears,"
will__
Cot
of
l
Church
Pentecosta
countian, was elected to the
Services April 19- Murray and in the hospital by Trevathan, Librarian."
post last week during the annual hold Revival
On Wednesday morning from
•
30.
the first week in May..
Kentucky
meeting of the
, Miss Elena Bucheli
10:00-11:00
will
Mullins
Don
the
Evangelist
presently
is
Poston
Education Association in
speaker at the "assistant administrator of the of Ecuador will present a
guest
the
be
-of
results
the
when
Louisville
share-aw-each nighLat --flionnt-- Memo'
llosifRal in -program: the association's state-wide Services-to begin
her
stories from
tereating
7:30
balloting were announced. ,
country and demonstrate
will
singing
and
music
Special
Ed
is
president
The new

II

Story Hours To
Feature People
In Other Lands

salArla

Eldridge
Apollo Guitynie Named To
System /Problem:State Post

Resgivid Today:

States, was continued to May 12
to await the outcome of a. trial
set for Chester in Calloway
Circuit Court May 10
similar charge.
-Eugene Dale Smith of
Calloway County pleaded guilty
to a two-count indictment
law
firearm
regarding
violations. He also received a,
suspended sentence and . was
placed on three . years
probation.
Seven persons were indicted
who were named in two bills
- involving a drug raid by U.S.
Customs agents and -Kentuay
State Police last, October in

BENTON,Ky.(AP)7- A twoweek search for a Paducah
-when-his-body .
discovered floating pear the
mouth of Little Creek in. Marshall County.
A rescuer looking through binoculars spotted the body of
Sherman Newton, 28, Monday
afternoon only a -short'distance
ckiwn from' where he was last
-,
seen Raring.
Friends said he was alone in
S boat when last. observed-000h Etemilieretift.-runs-inte
Kentucky Lake.

era

All seven pleaded not guilty
and had thetr trial set for May
11. They are: Mrs. Ann Adcock',
-Stephen- -Fates, -Hermancaid, and Roy Michael Harris,
all-ahargertili one mad-men
(Continued on Page Seven)
MEN'S STAG NIGHT
Men's Stag Night will be held
at the Calloway Country Club on
Thursday, April 20,at 6:a0 p.m.
with Jan Frank,Bob Berke, Joe
Rexroat, and George Oakley in
charge of thearrangements.
ttYtatinfrellZiTi d be ma.e
by noon on Thursday.

Rev. Tom Powell

Youth Revival Will
Start Wednesday
At Cherry Corner
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Group Monday

Murray

are t‘ land
:tingiaateau
. , peaks in
- near one of
in the moon.

golf chairt a short
:nd fees for
:son will be

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, April

In Our 93rd-Year

.Seen i-leard Officers Named
By Secretaries
Kround

erwise per•gan at 12:54
hen a tow-t thundered
space.
precisely on
ght that a
• correction
astronauts
unity to percorrection
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firing their - A(
at 3:23 p.r nto lunar,or-
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Revival To Begin,'
Calvary Church

Atherton _ -High . Schuul,
Louisville, while Harold Van
rneese-i, is the refiring
-president. A native Of
Morehead, Cline is a graduate
of the University of Louisville.
The next meeting of the
association is scheduled for
Oct-.--25-2002,- at-the lilac-am -

service, - The--Calvary Temple
First Pentecostal Church of God
is located -on- the -corner --ot
Chestnut and Cherry -Streets.
Rev. John DeWater is pastor.

Humanities Forum
• Wednesday WillE dridge has been in
relations work at Murray State Feature Dr. Dunn
since 1963. Prior_ to that. he

student at Murray State
University.
The Wednesday aiternoon
story hour from 3:00-4:00 will be
centered on the country of
Turkey. Mina Coskuner and
Ozgul Coskuner will represent
Thirty local merchants have their country. Mina is a student
State- Untversity-and
Murayt
=tribute& door pri2es-for-the

Newcomers To
Sponsor Party

-•••1

sponsored by the Welcome school,student. They will show
Wagon 'Newcomer's Club to _be part of their doll collection and
held Thursday, April 20, in the do same of the dances of
Hall at Turkey. All three guests will be
Speaking' at the Uniirersity Woodmen of the World
in native dress.
(Continued on Page Seven
•Iluitianities Forum Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
--Wednesday--is "Children's
the
-for
ing
project
A-fund-rais
reenini.! at 7:30 will be Dr. Van
the party is Day,"so all children are invited
Bogard Dunn, Dean of the March of Dimes,and women. to these two -outstanding story
Methodist 'hheological School in open to both men
Tickets hours, the librarian said.
one
dollar.
is
Admission
Ohio.
any
from
Dr. I )inn will give an address may be purchased
be Business & Professional
may
or
member
club
- on the nature of faith entitled
Mrs.
e Worn Out All Allegiances reserved by calling
Thomas Meuhleman at 753-4126. Club Meet On Thursday
0.C. MeLemore, president of But These", using . for his Persons are asked to bring Their
remarks the workS of Kentucky
and
Business
The
own cards,a spokesman for the
Citizens Club, has received a poet Wendall Berry.
will
Club
l
Women's
said.
club
Professiona
Responding to Dr. Dunn's
special invitation from Mrs.
The following firms have hold its regular meeting on
gr.
be
will
on
presentati
Margaret Trevatharr, librarian
Thdrsday. April 20. at 6:30 p.m.
donated prizes:
for the Calloway Public Franklin Robinson, assistant
Boones
of
at the Murray Woman's Club
Murray
Bank
Libraryr,Tor the club to attend pitofessor in the Philosophy I.aundry, Buckingham Ray. House.
be
will
forum
The
:
Department
Senior Citizens Day at the
In charge of arrangements
Queen. College
-Burger
library on Friday, •April 21, at held in the School of Nursing Cleaners, Colonik, Baking co., will be the Civic Participation
the
to
is
opne
and
Auditorium
3:30 p.m.
Craft House, Dale-Stabblefield. group composed' of Agnes
This is o —or The Special public.
McDaniel, Martha Golden, and
Enix Interiors
of
Dr. Dunn is a -graduate
events being held in conjunction
. Rdey.
George Egg Co . Johnson Ben:
a
and
1944i
(
State
Murray
with the observance of National
Shop.
Beauty
-s
Judy
Grocery.
obtained
He
of
native_ Sedalia.
Library Week,D. degrees .1.edger and Times. I Attleton's, Judith Woodall Nauman
"Members . of the Readers his B.D. And Ph.
As an Love's Studio, Mademoiselle
University.
Duke
from
Theatre of Murray State
Shop, Murray Federal _Savings In Wednesday Concert
United
University will present the ordained nainister in the
and !man. Parker Motors, Ryan
-has
he
Church.
Methodist
A
musical drama, "YOu're
la4a,4440fi4,
• - The Swim'
444.
churches
of
ir
past(
as
ved
Good- - Man - Chailie
;
at Murray
for
g,irLs
-Florist
r
y
le.
(
e
It
S
ir
4
S
11
fraternity
West
under, the direction of Mrs. West Kentucky and
Rio-her Shop, State Farm in- Stale _University will present
been
has
Dunn
Dr..
Tennessee.
.Polly _Zanetta in the library
Methodist surance. 64 Super She'll. Tay lor its first annual. guest artist
dean of the
auditorium.
Rental concert On Wednesday . April
Tu x edo
Mt tI)r s
tran- Theological School in Ohio at
Persons needing
Furniture. Ward 19. at 830 p.m at the University
1955.
singe
Delaware
sportation are asked to call 753•
•
II
Ski:114014 %matter i
Ik• is on campus at Murray
2288.- McLemore and Mrs.
Featured artist will be Judith Des.serts it ill be pro\ ak•il by
the
United
as
University
State
Trevathan urge all senior
Sammon's Baker). Storey 's Woodall Nauman. soprano. "Me
Campus Ministry Visiting
citizens to attend this special
academic Food Giant, and Ryan 'Milk admission Will be $1.50. The
program planned for their 'Theologian for this
publii• is in aid to attend.
(',alma ny
year.
benefit.
V

,

Special Program Is
Planned Friday For
Senior Citizens

The Cherry Corner Baptist
. • • -•
Chur h
revival beginning Wednesday
night, April 19, and continuing
through Sunday, April 23, Oh
servieas• each eveniag at seven
.
oc
Rev Tarp Pinvell,
the Oak Grove Baptist Church,
will be the evangelea with
Bobby Reeder, musk- director
of the Murray State Baptist
Student Union, to lead the
music. The youth pastor sill be
Darrell Gibsuo.
All members of the church
are urged to 'attend ta support'
the yodth of the liurckin-this
.yii'utt revival, a spolaSman
said.

-

-.2
'

Single Men Outnumber Women In Calloway Co.
mg a I sing e women..'ow census. by the -Department of
hear this. Calloway County is Commerce. .
They show that the number of
loaded with single men.
men and boys in the lora'
single
Bachelors abound in the local
aleri
are according to the official while the correspondine
count, some .123 of them number of single women and
parading around unattached for girls is only 2,984. •
This is exclusive of divorced
every 100 single women.
or widowed persons. Taken into
The ratio is quite different account are only those who have
locally than in many other never been married.
sections of the country. In some
„Nationally, according ni the
communities, in . fact, the
28.6 percent of/the men
•
report.
direction..
surplus is in the other
The fiy,pres oh the marital .over 14 •arid 22.4 percent of the
lation con* women
status of ilia'
en uc y, some-27.9 percent
gat er •,
en na aiinv
in connection with the recent of the mem and 20.5 percent of

Despite the considerable
number of men and -44-omen of
marriageable age who are still
single, the -artstittz i
marriage is stronger than ever',
thellitures
Its - growing strength, mtithstandmr-the large number
of divorces -taking place, is
brought out-- in a recent
government.study .
it shows that more than twothirds of" the population over,
age 14 are 'novi• Married 'but
th
one-half in that
no _mare
age brack t were.

Census Bureau reports 6.862 of
the turn and 6,885 of the women
are married.
. national-,
Alth -ugh thestatistics show a near-record
ndThl'rOraial-dingSlaFit yea.
partly due to the fact that the -1
Population is greater, a paradox
exists in that the. number of
single persons reinains
relatively large.
Tlie explanation. in part, is
that marriages are taking place
at 'a later age than they.did in,
the. 1960's. ,Currently,. the
' give‘rias 23.2 years for men and20.8ior women.
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What Greater Calling?
National attention was tocused on foster parents
and foster children this week, with the proclamation
by President Nixon of National Action for Foster
Children Week.
In his proclamation, the President urges national,
gate and local government officials, volunteer
agencies and private groups to give special attention
to the needs of foster children, to assist in the
rehabilitation of their families and to help recruit
more foster parents.
There are more than a quarter of a million
children of all ages and ethnic groups, some with
health handicaps and many bearing the emotional
scars of life's experiences, who no longer live with
their natural parents. They need love, and their best
--Bepozetteti-resiia-with-feeter--perents7------

A meeting of foster parents from all but 2 of the 50
states was held in Chicago last May, when the
National Association of Foster Parents was
organized. The second meeting of this group will be
held in Denver, Colorado May 5, 6, 7, this year. In
addition to adopting its by-laws, ete., discussion
groups will be held on subjects including salaried
foster parents, insurance liability, medical care for
foster children etc.
• The formation of a national organization and the
President's proclamation indicate the growing
recognition of the vital role that foster parenthood is
playing in our nation. Children who are forced out of
their own homes through no fault of their own, grow
• And develop— better when thy hay -theindividualized bye and nurture of a generous foster
father and mother. More foster parents are needed
to help take care of the growing number of children
who cannot remain in their own homes for whatever
•

What greater tailing can there be to take into
one's me a hi 4 •
• • one whn ie
broken home without lover in I cruel and often
terrifying world?
We salute the mothers and fathers who have
become foster parents....who have accepted into
their family circle and fireside a lonely child who
needs the love that only a family can provide. They
trulY live their Christian beliefs.

This -Will Tax- You
If you've just completed your federal income tax
return, you probably already have suspicioned this:
In every eight-hour working day, the average
American taxpayer this year will put in 2 hours and
34 minutes to pay federal state and local taxes.
A private research organization, Tax Foundation,
Inc., offers that bit of inspiring information and
more.
You work longer, the research organization says,
to pay your taxes than you do to pay for housing,
clothing, food and beverage combined.
Housing takes up 1 hour and 3 minutes, food and
beverages 1 hour and 2 minutes and clothing 26
minutes for a total of 2 hours and 31 minutes, which
is 3 minutes less than the tax figure.
Most inspiring bit of news is this: On an annual
basis, you work 117 days just to pay your taxes. Now
you know why some days are worse than others.—
The Nashville Banner.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES FILE

A retarding structure for the West Fork Clarks
River Watershed will be built in Calloway County 31 2
miles north of Kriksey.,The work contract has been
awarded.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, is one of
three top officials of- Dark TolAcco Grower
Associations to depart April 21 for Europe on a
Foreign Market Development trip to promote the
sale of U.S. produced dark tobacco.
An operational budget of $2,700,000 for Murray
State College was approved by the College Board of
Regents here yesterday as well as a faculty salary
schedule that ran es from $5,000 to $11,400.
H
and W* • s combined for•two hit pitching
in hw-lin
e Murray High Tigers past visiting
South.Marshall 3-2 yesterday-4v the opening baseball gameiof the season for both clubs

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The Lord is nigh unto them that are of a broken
heart; and saveth such as be of,a contrite spirit.Psalm 34118.
Out of deep suffering often comes heartfelt
•
for-tieunderstands.
44
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Mrs. Snider's-Complaint wail

-aoeitet tiorta %f' -- MA

Memb
to

By -LOUISE COOK
echoed by women all across the scrimp."
Associated Press Writer
At Purity Supreme supercountry
who were interviewed
The Terrence Snyder family
of Los Angeles used to eat by The Associated Press early market in Boston, porterhouse
this week as they shopped for steak was $1.78 per pound,
steak twice a week.
compared to $1.28 two years
N.0w,lays ?Arai;Snyder. "we meat in large supermarkets.
The AP survey compared ago and ground round *as tr.19
have a steak once a reek. We
have more dairy meals, tuna prices for three items-pork compered to 98 cents. No comsalad, spaghetti, sandwiches chops, ground round and por- parison was available for pork
and soup. I'm spending the terhouse steak-with the cost of chops, now selling for $1.09.
In Indianapolis, Marsh Foodsame in the market, but getting the same meats two years ago.
—Theremparlswervarted-widtc'-knees -was--charging- 11.89 a
—1-esS for
ly. In most areas, however, pound for porterhouse, $1.29 for
prices were 10 to 50 cents a center cut pork chops and $1:19
pound higher this week, par- for ground round. Ayrway
ticularly for the more ex- Stores featured porterhouse for
;La, pork- chops for11.19 and
pensive -cuts. -C. Jackson Grayson, chair- ground round for $1.08. Adverman of the federal Price Com- tisements from two years ago
mission, opened hearings showed average prices of $1.39
Wednesday on rising , food for porterhouse, 99 cents for
prices. "Something's gol to be pork chops and 89 cents for
done about this," he said, and ground round.
Mrs. Bee Walsh, a Chicago
- Merchants in Western Ken- reaffirmed his intention "to pt
widow, buys her meat in bulk
tucky's "lakeland" area are prices down."
The Labor Department said and stores it in a freezer at a
voicing optimistic forecasts of
an outstanding year for tourism that wholesale food prices fell meat locker company. "It's not
0.3 per cent in March after big beclause I couldn'lafford to pay
and recreation.
Carl Hamilton, president of jumps in earlier months. An the higher prices-it's a kind of
Kentucky's Western Waterland, Agriculture Departmentspokes- rebellion," she said. "I just
an organization of lakeland fa- man estimated retail food won't buy at these prices;"
•cikty operators promoting tour- prices will go up a total of 4
ism for the area around Ken- per cent this year and said that
tucky Lake, Lake Barkley and more than half that increase althe Land Between the Lakes, ready has showed up on groIsleW Orleans, -the Canal
Hamilton, operator of a large
4.
4
WASHINGTON-U.S. Air
- boating and lodge facility On Villery chain recently was-sell,
Jonathan Creek near Aurora in ing pork chops for, $1.19 per Force Staff Sergeant Richard
Marshall County, said,."People pound, ground round for $1.19 a A. Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
don't seem to be as price-con- pound and porterhouse steak Charles M. Baker of 1207
scious as they were last year." $1.59. Their advertised sale Crestwood Place, Murray, is a
. Mrs. Ray Mounts, who with -prices at the same time in.1970 member of the 2044th Comher husband operates a road- were 79 cents for pork chops, 99 munications Group that has
won the Air Force ComFRANKFORT, Ky.-Gov.. side store selling fishing sup- cents for ground round and
munications Service Com$1.25
for
porterhouse.
plies, gasoline and gifts, said,
Wendell H. Ford announced
LOUISVILLE, K y.- parade theme, Broadway
The story is the same in the mander's -Award for 1971.
recently that grants totaling "Our spring business has just
Declaring thaja the Kentucky
Sergeant Baker serves as an
musicals. Observers alio will $163,500 are being apportioned about doubled over other Boston area.
Derby Festival can be as big as
electronic
computer systems
One
shopper,
who
declined
to
see a number of celebrities, plus to 11 Kentucky counties for local springs-and I know the rain
Mardi Gras or the Rose Bowl
specialist with the Pentagon
clowns, antique cars, antique public library construction
and cold weather have kept it .14e identified but said she feeds
Parade, the festival comher husband, herself and four based group, which was
down some.bicycles, Shriners on • - motor projects.
mittee's
executive
efe bikes, equestrian units, high
children
on.-a school teacher's honored for providing outShe added, "We didn't even
These grants are in addition
president is determined to
standing communications
school bands and the Kentucky to the annual amount of fit/6,484 get a chance to ciose_during the salary, commented: "Prices
prove he is right.
support for the - -USAF
tiavegeneup,
but-my
paycheck
high schf basketball cham- presently being spent4on the
winter, as we usually do."
"We have not attained the
Headquarters.
pions.
0. B. Wray, who operates a stays the same. What can I do?
local Public Library Amorstatus of a major festival," said
The sergeant's unit was also
I've
got
to
cut
back
somewhere
restaurant
in New Eddyville
Emphasizing- that "it is a ta,ation Grant Program for
Jack Guthrie, a public relations
cited
for services provided. the
and
meat
seems
to
be
the
place
that caters to the tourist trade,
library construction,
veteran who came to his present Kentucky Derby Festival, not a
White House, State Department
to
do
it.
Maybe
I
feed
my
kids
said
that
The
because
annual
of
the
expenditures
belated
post last October,'"but if the Louisville-area festival,"
and other select government
have, since 1968, provided for _spring, "The rush was de- spaghetti or pancakes for dinstate and city join in as a Guthrie said he would like to see
"flee-and then save the fl' at for and civilian agencies.
layed."
the
construction
of
library
community and make it work other communities represented.
Sergeant Baker is a 1969'
"But we've really broken my husband and me. The kids
projects, 20 of which have been
we can have one of the biggest
graduate of Murray High
couldn'tt
are
less:
My
Most cornyanies enter come)eted
husband
_
_ LICATA 110‘.1.1r_said Alcaxaairl
fTi'r4iv count).
commerRal y
built Hogg
.The_11 new counties to benefit during a recent weekend, 'We
The 17th Kentucky Derby', whose cost will average $3500
had 'em standing in here."
from the unique amortization
Festival gets underway at 1:30 this year;--Guthrie estimated.
• A motet next to the Wray es;
Program
and
the
-amounts
of
Witt& I. A -`'`
p.m., Sunday, April 23, with the "But there are organizations
their annual grants are: An- tablithment reported "a full
Pegasus Pedalathon, a bicycle who build their own for less and
derson, $10,000; Bell, $28,000; house of fishermen" for a rerace, and ends May 6 with the
a city could do the same," he Franklin, $28,500; Fulton, cent weekend and also a grow98th Run for the Roses. The said.
$11,500; Harlan, $14,000; ing reservation list for the enfestival schedule includes:
Jessamine, $14,500; Logan, tire season.
University
The
Louisville,
of
-A free Pop Concert and
S. Naval Ordnance Station $10.000; Muldenberg, $15,000;
Fireworks Display at 9 p.m.
and Fort Knox, for example, Oldham, $8,000; Owen, $11,000;
28.-at-Dunoor-Canter-on-17L,'
"."--tl)MiI
*Ind eau%
are bullcrmg their own floats,lie -P-W-Riitt, S13,000.
-Shelbyville Road
The
Governor's
amortization
Guthrie
trying
is
to expand the
iD3OCA,
-Derby Festival Concert at 8
Starts Wed., Apr. 26
program is a matching fund Dear Editor:
p.m. April 29, in Convention telecast - to include 10 more
program based on 62 per cent
this
cities
year.
lam writing in regard to Mrs.
Center
He wants to have statewide state money and 38 per cent Hutchens' letter to the editor
-Free Square Dancing
local
money
ET !GTE' -•
for
non- pertaining to the vandalism in
Exhibition at 3 p.m. April 30, at participation in the festival
parade by 1974. -The idea is Appalachian counties. Eighty the Murray City Cemetery. I
Founders Square
per cent state money ts know that offering the apologies
Ends Tonite
-Belle of Louisville Cruise that the Derby Festival could
kick off the state's bicentennial provided for the Appalchian of the Council and myself will
May 1, at 8 p.m.
counties.
Walt Disney's
celebration"
not help you, Mrs. Hutchens,
-Belle of Louisville-Delta
Local libraries borrow but at least you will know you
Queen steamboat race May 3 at
"We have the most famous enough money
Prog. Info 753-3314 "SONG OF THE SOUTH"
to erect and made us, the governing body of
5 p.m.
horse race in the world," he equip the
building, and the the cemetery more aware of
-Pegasus Parade May 4 at declares, "and we could have state, over a
20-year period, the problems there.
the biggest festival."
5:30 p.m.
pays off 62 or 80 per cent of the
As to your suggestion of in-All College Derby Eve pointed out.
mortage.
stalling a gate or gates at the
Concert at Louisville Downs
Guthrie also noted that JefGrants may vary due to the entrances, I'm sure that just
Of all the scheduled events ferson County is entering a float cost of the projects
but they are couldn't be, because there is a
Guthrie says the parade "is the for the first time, and even the not to exceed
the amounts resident of the city that has a
focal point of the festival."
city of Jeffersonville, Ind., will announced by the Governor.
home on the north side of the
Thousands of spectators are have a float.
Amortization grants are cemetery who would have to
expected to line the Parade
The parade was televised awarded on the priority basis of
route to view more than 25 nationally in 1970 and regionally existing facilities, local need, have an outlet.
A INHERENT KIND Of TOW STORY
Mrs. Hutchens, you have
floats relating to this year's last year in 10 major cities. per capita library support,
offered some fine suggestions
cash-on-hand, level of cer- and they are well taken and we
tification of the librarian and very definitely need to upgrade
date of application.
our cemetery but we have a
meager budget of $2500.00 for
LEDGER & TIMIS MIS
NO ONE UNDER 18 ADMITTED
maintenace per year. This
Joe W. Cable, Murray State senior, has received a
includes the purchase of
mowers, repairs and gas to
research scholarship at Florida State University,
Ends Tu.
operate them; all spriyes to kill
Tallahassee, Fla., beginning in June 1952. He Is the
May 2nd
weeds, paving and gravel.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cable and married to the
These are just a Tew of the
former Wanda McReynolds.
expenditures.
"Nolan Jetton is building a nice home on
Mrs. Hutchesn, I'm not ofHeavy rains and flooding
Sycamore Extended near where South 16th infering these things as excuses
EW YORK FILM CRITICS TRIPLE AWARD WINNER!
tersects it. Woodwork made of walnut,- from the continued to give the state but only to point out how we
Division of Civil Defense one of definitely need help either from
COLLAABiA PICTIJKS PIVId0Ift
column. "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
A MS 1,4100UCToON
its busiest periods ever, but more taxes, which very few of
SCREENPLAY
The Garden Department of the Murray woman's officials maintain it's only
want to support or from other
BEST
Club entertained with an Easter Egg Hunt for the "besiness as usual- for this us
bugdets of the city which are as
SUPPORTING ACTRESS"
children of the members and other guests on time of year.
desparate for funds as the
ELLEN 8URSTYN
Flash flooding in eastern and cemetery.
Saturday at the club house grounds_
_
BEST
Mrs. S.E. Byler, Miss Mary Billington, Miss SontheasteriiKentticky has kekt - I personally wish that our
PPORTING ACTOR
the department on almost entrances were improved, all
Nancy., Spann, William McElrath, Charles Bon- continuous alert since January.
BEN JOHNSON
-1-01our streets paved 2nd the area
dui ant,'Biu. Ralph T. McConnell, Wade Underwood,
In addition, Civil Defense has
AAA
well lighted but I feel sure all
40'
47
; 1J11 _
_
Shirisy Geuriti, Kaye Story, Lavelda Mitchenson, been on hand during the rent this cannot be done unless
one of
chlorine
crisis
barge
on the Ohio our-CWic-Clubs--would-take-this
Mary K. Paschall. and Ralph Redden-attended the
- PS)ORR AY
River near Louisville.
state BTU nconvention in Lexington.
on as a well deserved project
Maj. William Bright, plans Hopefully this. will happen.
DRIVE C'PlIN
?Pat-re
and operations offiCer for the
division, said early spring
Paul Mansfield
Open
6:30
-Start 7:00-Adults 1.25, Children Free
always is one of the busiest
Councilman
TO
periods for Civil Defense.
NITE & WED. at 7: 0
by Carl Biblet.Jr.
-Things just start happening Anniversary
i
t
WINNER
OF
6 ACADEMY AWARDS!
Among several others, there is this important this time of year," he said.
NEW YOH Kit Pll- Thia
tCllfIRN MAAR
FRODUCIO
difference between men and women: women are "Usually our slack season is ia the 20th anniversary year
DAVID LEANS FLU,'of Does Posnaroxs
.smarter than men about women.
late summer to early fall. But • for television programs of die
during winter and early spring Lutheran Church under the
, "Fifty per cent of the world are
title of -This Is the
IN PANAVISIOW AND METR0001.011
you get floods and severe-"Weekly half-hour Life,- a
women, yet they always seem a novelty."
program
.•,veatiiFr . Occucrences one after orldirated try- more than'
400
'
—ClirthInpher • Morley -another."
qationx throughout the world\
ii1 (.0
[;
1'1
•••
0

lakelands
-Merchants
Optimistic

Richard Baker In
Award-Winning Group

Derby Festival Promoter
Forsees Premier Status

Counties Get
Library Funds

IcIAlpIpli

Starts TOMORROW!

FIND OUT YOURSELF
HY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT -

20 Years Ago Today

Flooding Keeps
Civil Defense
Busy In Spring

OW
NOvir

Winner of 2 Academy Awards

BEST

TIE MIT
PICT=
SHOW

Isn't It The Truth!

NOW OPEN
EVERY NtTE
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Mrs. Phillip Jones'
Honored At Shower
School
At
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Members of Chapter M of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood metSaturday
at noon at the home of Mrs.
John C. Quertermous for the
April 15 luncheon, business
meeting and program.
Mrs. Don L. Fuqua, Cottey
(ollege' chairfnan, gave the
program on "Scholars at
Cottey." The Junior College for
Women, Nevada, Mo., is owned
and supported by the P.E.O.
• Sisterhood: "At coftey, thoie
are now girls from 40 states and
from 10foreign countries," said
the speaker who is -a third
generation P.E.O.

POTTS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Potts of
Murray-Route Tim --itririale
parents Of a lia-By boy, David
Austin, weighing ten pounds
one ounce, born on Tuesday,April 11, at 7:43 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, John
Mark, age four. The father is
teacher of. agriculture at
-Farmington High School.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. James Potts of Kirksey
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Gradie_Stuhbletield
Route Two. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Lee Potts of Kirksey
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
George Marine of Kirksey.

PHILLIPS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John Phillips of
Benton Route Three are the
parents of a baby boy, John
Eric, weighing eight pounds
ounces, born on Thursday,
April 13, at 6:56 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
at
•Shawnee Plastics at
Kuttawa.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Phillips of Benton
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
The Chicago-born speaker, James E. Mathis of Benton.
who has traveled widely
PARKER BOY
throughout the United States,
Benjamin Erwin is the name
was initiated into Chapter K,
Memphis,-Term., m-1961 and has chosen-by Mr. and Mrs. Ohm lea
-aritzeiin Ile `PUffier OT
organization. Her mother and their baby boy, weighing seven
grandmother belong to Mem- pounds 1242 ounces, born on
phis chapters. The mother of Friday, April 141-at 4:38 p.m. at
two young sons has directed the Murray-Calloway County
programs and is now Hospital.
radio
The new father is employed at
teaching macrame, needlepoint
Ross, Paris, Term.
Midland
work.
crewel
and
Grandparents are Mrs. Tollie
Mrs. Querterrnous, president, Parker of Stella and Mr. and
conducted the business Meeting Mrs. Hub Erwin of Hazel Route
following the devotion by Mrs. One.
Larry N. Clark. Mrs. Morgan
SMOTHERMAN BOY
Sisk was. commended and
and
Gary
Mr.
Mrs.
recognized for her continued
fine work with Calloway County Smotherman, 1633 Catalina
High School students. New Drive, Murray, announce the
officers took part in the birth of a baby boy, Todd Brian,
exempttfication of the rttual. weighing seven pounds -fifteen
ounces, born on Friday, April
Members present were 14, at 2:30 p.m, at the MurrayP. Calloway County Hospital.
Maurice
Mesdames
Christopher, Larry Clark, Olga
They have another son, Doug,
Freeman, Don Fuqua, Alfred age 41
2. The
/
father is a
Lindsey, Jr., Henry McKenzie, Lailerrnaker at.the_EELSteam
Nun nelde Plant, at Joppa,
EdWard 'M..
( Mayfield), Hugh L. Oakley,
Gr.
r
,
.
CI:40es Smotherman of
Sparks, Paul W. Sturm, Mt. Murray Route Five and Mr. and
Titsworth,ftalph W.Woods,and Mrs. Howard 'fiunnaway, 1106
the hostess.
Pogue, Murray.

Mrs. Fuqua
paid special
tribute to two girls from the
junior college whose poetry was
selected for the 1971 Annual of
College Poetry. She also
discussed the education and
leadership training the young
ladies received for today's
responsibilities. -"Prominent
guest lecturers and scholars
have added to -this training,"
explained Mrs. Fuqua whose
husband is connected with the
Tappan Company in • Murray.

:iv kid PRIAM 1.1%

Starts Wed., Apr. 26
It.
y's
OUTH"

OVE STORY

ere14/0/41f
0.6. HOW SUPICI

S Tue
y 2nd
I? ierrels Stainless
steel. Grey Mai $40.

INNER!

Iskaa-j

(:ongratulate 'oirr graduate wit!' the most wanted
beautiful 11('N liulosa watch.
, loft of all
5%'e hase a splendid selet Iltol 01 the latest hshioris
1111C. 170111 $35.

(WRING Weak,pbstir)

Miss Mary Janice Morton

Many lovely gifts.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Melvin
Young, Mrs. Robert Young,
Mrs. Steve Roberson, -Mrs.
Ronnie Ray ,
Mrs. Ferrel
Miller, Mrs Kelley Woods, and
Mrs. Louie Greenfield, all aunts.
of the bride.

Mrs. Bob Morton of Murray. Route Seven Announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her only daughter,
Mary Janice, to Roger Dale Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Cooper of Murray Route One.

-

Men's Stag NIghwill be held
at II* CalIowey'antry- Club at -7
6:30 p.m. Reservations should
be made by noon Thursday with
Jim Malt, likok Burke, Joe
Rexroat, or George Oakley.
Friday, April 21
The First United Methodist „
Church will sponsor a Teen
Town'for all youth-M- the age
.group of grades seven through
twelve in the Murray area with
the first session from eight to
11:30 p.m. with the Red Rock
hand. Admission will be 75
per person.

For salads
Chinese ckhtmge is pt
manly ,4 •4I:id vegetable'
' are meogriied
The plant,
I
developwith som* varlet,,
ing a firm head and °Mei,
an open. leafy form-

'The Executive Board of the
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
home of Mrs. James Miller at
one pin.
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, 7th and Main
Streets, at 10:30 a.m.
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at. the church- at seven

_a
ra I VI
_

kranddaughter of Mr.and Mrs. Elvin Morton of Lynn Grove and
Mr.and Mrs. R.E.Pace,Sr.,of Pembroke.She is a 1969 graduate
of Calloway County High School and presently a junior at Murray
State University where she is majoring in Elementary Education
and English.
Mr. Cooper is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Cooper and the late Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rogers, both of Lynn
Groye.He is a 1966 graduate of Calloway County High School. He
served three years in the U.S. Army and received the Bronze Star
while in Vietnam. He is presently a junior at Murray State
University wkiere he is majoring in Agri-Business.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 27, at seven
thirty o'clock in the evening at the Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent, but all friends
and relatives of the couple are invited to attend.

Constructive criticism
better than slow- death
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the daughter who didn't
--knoww-to-rell-her dear, sweet old mother that She had a
very offensive body odor prompts this letter, and I welcome
_
the opportunity to write it.
My own mother, age 67, was immaculate about her person, but suddOnly several of us noticed a very strong.
offensive body odor about her; no one wanted to tell her
for fear of hurting her feelings.
Finally, a young cousin who was a registered nurse
urged me to get my mother to a doctor at once. My mother
had not seen a doctor for years. I finally had to tell her
why I wanted her to go in order to, get her there.
A physical examination disclosed that my mother had
advanced cancer of the female organs. She had surgery, but
it was too late to save her, because she had let it go too long.
The odor was the only clue. She had had no pain whatsoever
Abby. please urge your readers to have checkups periodically, and where a persistent body odor exists to tell the
person! (Many aging people lose their sense of smell. 1
If I had read this letter in your column two years ago,
FAITHFUL READER
my mother might be alive today.

Kick Off Coffee for the women
golfers of the Calloway Country
Club will be held at 9:30 a.m, at
the club.
The Nellie Outland Sunday
School Class Of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church held its
April meeting in the home of
Mrs. James McKinney, New
Concord Road.
Honored at the party were
Mrs. N. A. Ezell, Mrs. Milburn
Outland, Mrs. Ray Thurman,
and Mrs. James McKinney who
had birthdays in April.
Garrison,
Mr. Cassel
president,. -presided _ ..The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Jirruqy Illtkinan on the theme,
"Greatest Gift God Gave Us
And Assurance of Eternal
Life". Mrs. Roy Gitison led in
prayer.
During the business session
an offering was taken to pur-

Girls of grades seven through
twelve of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Judy Curd, 1501 Oxford
Drive, at seven p.m. David
Lewis will present slides taken
on his trip around the world.
Thursday, April ZO
The
Business
and
Professional Women's Club will

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921

church. Games were played by
the group. Mrs. Garrison won
the door prize.
Refreshments of yellow
punch and the large birthday
cake along with nuts and mints
were served by Mrs. CassM
Garrison and Mrs. Perry
Hendon at the beautifully ap_pointecl_tahle. aventaid with ar
yellow linen cloth and centered ;
with a spring arrangement. L'
Crystal appointments were
used. The guests were seated at
the dining table covered with an
orange linen cloth under lace
and centered with the silver
coffee service on a tray
garlanded by grapes.
Present for the social were
Virginia Chandler, Altie
Garrison, Eunice Outland.
Ruby Forrest, Mae Gibson,
Elna Rickman, Velma Hendon,
Betty Wells, Doris Gibson, Ema
Jean Thurmand, and the
hostess.

DEAR READER: Many others wrote offering the same
valuable information. Thank you for writing!
DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with you, but I couldn't go
along with your advice to DANNY'S GIRL_ IShe said Danny
wore his hair down to his shoulders, was slight and had very
delicate features, so be was mistaken for a girl a lot. She
suggested that Danny cut his hair, but he said he didn't want
to. He did, however say he would listen to some other sug
gestions. I
You said. "Tell him to grow a mustache!" Well, that
wouldn't work, lie would look like a girl with a mustache.
If a guy wants to emasculate himself !figuratively I by
wearing a feminine coiffure, he shouki be prepared to accept
the consequences.
LIKES MEN WHO LOOK LIKE MEN

fo..

ITT

meet at the Murray Woman's
Tuesday, April IS
Murray -Assembly No. 19 Club House at 6:30 p.m.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
The Home Department of theMrs. Phillip Reed (-Vickie -will meet atthe Manage Hall at
Murray Woman's Club will
Wyatt) Jones, March bride of seven p.m.
meet at the club house at two
Phillip Jones,
was com&il'Fii7111 . County p.m. with
The
Mesdames E.W.
plimented with 'a household
shower on Friday, March 31 at, Association of Retarded Riley, Dwight Crisp and Arvis
seven o'clock in the evening at Children will meet at the new Hendrix as hostesses.
the Hardin School Cafeteria.. - center at 7:30 p.m. Dues wlll be
_
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
The honoree chose to *ear for eollected and new officers
annual dessert and card'party
the bridal occasion a pink nominated.
St.
Leo's
Cooperative 7:30 p.m. Woodmen of the World
double knit dress. She was
Preschool Mothers will meet at Hall. Tickets 11.00 from any
presented a corsage of white
Gleason
Hall, North 12th Street, club member .or call _Mrs.
carnations accented with a pink
at seven pin.
Thomas Muehleman at7534t26.
n.
Please bring your own cards.
Approximately forty-five
Wednesday, April 19
guests signed the bridal book
A workshop in painting will be
Dr. Harvey Elder will speak
with a plume pen, a gift of the. held at the Murray Art Guild at
at the meeting of the J.N.
-ide's
step-grandmother, seven p.m. If interested call
Williams chapter of the UDC to
Mrs. Jim Hurt of Murray.
Mrs. Larry Doyle or Mrs.
be held at the home of Mrs.
Refreshments of cake, punch, Cromwell Hauge.
Leonard Vaughn at 12 noon.
mints, and nuts were served to
The Wadesboro Homemakers Mrs. J.T. Sammons ,and Mrs.
the guests.
Club will meet at the home of
Games were played after
Mrs. Clete Young at one p.m.
- which the hanoree opened her

The home of Mrs. Ronald
Churchill on Cardinal Drive was
the scene of a coffee held on
Saturday, April 8, from ten to
eleven-thirty o'clock in the
•
morning.
Hostesses for the coffee were
the members of the losing team
and
Business
of
the
Professional Women's Club in
DEAR 'LIKES: I received many interesting suggestions
their recent membership
for Danny. Among them were: I. Go topless. 2. Go bottomcontest. Mrs. Churchill was
less.
DEAR ABBY: Please print this for the benefit of all
chairman of the losing team.
those poor guys who feel rejected if a girl doesn't kiss them
Special guests were the
on the first date I used to be like that.
members of the winning team,
I mak a girl. a few, months ago, and I asked her out We
Butterworth,
W.C.
Mrs.
had a great time, out when I tried to kiss her goodnight, she
chairman.
said,"Don't rush it." I felt like an idiot. f fiired she4lidn't
Mils Dori, Rowland, memlike me, so I didn't call her for,a_ Ion& time". Then I got to
bership chairman • for the clutt.
thinking that maybe it was to her credit that t.te didn't jump
coordinated the membership
at the chance to kiss a guy she'd only known a few hours
rtintimt.
Anyway, I called her tip and 'asked her out again
The coffee table was
She accepted and we had a wonderful time. This time. I
beautifully decorated with an
didn't try to kiss her, but when we said goodnight, she gave
arrangement of spring flower
me a_liug, which- meant more- to me than a kiss. • Unierspered with fantail willow.
My advice to guys who don't get kissed on the first date
Other arrangements were used
is to call the girl for a second date. Don't feel rejected. It's
thtOugholit the laely home.
nice to know that there are still some girls who place a high
Mrs. Annie Nance, vicevalue on their kisses I really appreciate a girl who's hard
President, and Mrs. Henry
HANGING IN THERE
•
to get.
Warren alternated a the coffee
service. Mrs. Odelle Vance.
DEAR HANGING: And it's nice for a hard-to-get girl to
past president, served the
know that she's appreciated.
orange juice. Sausage slices,
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEELING GUILTY": You should
Wales, and sandwiches were
be! To keep a pet without otaltiv every . effort to find its
served.
owner is not much better than sti!aling it. Search your "LOST
Approximately forty mem'AND FOUND': ads. -telephone your local Humane -Society.
bers of the club .callell during.
report your find to the local Police RepartMeal,.,4pd place a_
the'Morning hours.
"FOUND"'ail In yoar local newspaper.

11
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BAA Marathon Title

Laver doesn't need
to prove he's best

Returned To Finland

By DAV f: 0 HARA
_Sabinal passed him.after W
isscciated Press Spurts Writer.
Too often this year it will be Tennis Classic matches against laver confessed to the press
ROSTON I AP) - Olavi Suoprinted that Australian John the world's top players. The that, yes, maybe he couldn't
Then came the hills, a couple
Newcombe, the 1971 Wimble- winner of each match got play tournament as well as he
malainen. an i. gig
-ot small ones and then famed
don singles winner with the $10,000. Laver won 13 in a row. once could. He promptly went
dent in Helsinki, returned the "Heartbreak," leading up to
out and eliminated the field,
sweeping handlebar mou- McCauley recognizes it as a
Boston A.A. Marathon chain- Boston College.
"fantastic achievement."
growing stronger with each
tennis
playNo.
I
stache,
is
the
. pionship to Finland today in exSunnialainen caught tip to the
Then his play started deteri- match and. winning the $10,000
er in the world:
-Itnding foreign domination Of Mexican at the fifth checkpoint
orating„ And in June he had lost first place prize.
Don't believe it.
•
'the 76-i ear-old distance run for just below the college and 2L6
He finished the year with
Fellow countryman Rod Lav- in Wimbledon's quarterfinals
a handful of prizes and a bowl miles from the start. Then he
to American Tom Gorman. No $290,000 in earnings and along
phlegmatic,
er,
the
seemingly
of beef stew.
gradually built his advantage
bandy-legged redhead, is the excuses. Gorman was the bet- the way became the first player
The 254 ear-old Suomalainen, as Sabinal faded and finished
to ever win a million dollars in
•
_hest
player n_n_tbe globe, de-._ ter player that day.
Il
IIII07171Erthr marativm-di --twd. n
the season wore ail the ru- the gene. Newcombe finished
spite any weak ruitiors to the
tance for the first time. me-' Mexico's Alfred Penazola and
-- mors started. [aver,'it- Was
with $90,000 and Smith somecontrary.
prised a starting field of 1,081 pabki narridn_eacii_hinpialon_
Probably the most quoted said, wa through ass big tour- thing less.
by winning the
385- the BAA for the third time, finNow it starts all over again
world rankings appear in the nament player. He could get up
yard Hopkinton-to-Boston test ished fourth and fifth in 2:18.46
magazine World Tennis, the mentally for a single match but Laver,after a healthy six-week
Monday in 2 hours, 15 minutes. and 2:19.50, respectively: Bruce
leading publication of the sport not for the long haul of a two- rest before the opening of the
:t1) seconds.
Mortensen of Rochester, N.Y.,
with some 60,000 circulation. At week tournament such as Wim- 1972 season, has recently won
His 18-second victory over the was the first American finisher,
the first three WCT tournathe end of each year a tennis bledon or Forest Hills.
(World Champion of Tennis; ments in three weeks for
fast-closing Victor
Manuel placing sixth in 2:19.59. Jeff
ROOKIE HOOTEN TOSSES NO HITTER-Chicago Cubs rookie pitcher Burt Hooton shows his
savant named Joseph McCauMora of .Colombia .was Fin- Galloway of -Tallahassee, Flat
$30,000. That,in itself, is a rare.
ley ranks the top ten. He deter- the pro tour owned by Texan
, form while hurling a na-hitter at Chicago's Wrigley Field against the Philadelphia Phillies. Hooton's
• land's first in 10 years. It ,also was right behind in 2'20.,.fol 47114-atter was the first of the 1972season. The Cubs won the game 4-0
_ mirted Newcombe was 1,-Stan Lamar Hunt, plays its own cir- impressive feat.
--marked- the- 24th triumph- by a lowed ki Colombia's Alvan;
Smith of the United States was cuit of 20 tournaments, each- -- Laver says he's riding on
lasting about five days. The 32 "the crest of a wave," Obviousforeigner. since World War II, Mejia, the 1968 winner in
2, and Laver was 3.
contract players count seven of ly, but it has been calculated
Why?
the only breaks in the string 2:18.45.
and skillfully handled. CertainNewcombe won Wimbledon. the top ten among their nurnbeing JOhtiny Kelley's victory
'Bowing to ..Women's Lib for
ly someone will knock him off
Smith won Forest Hills. Wirn- hers, including Laver, New-in 195-7-and -Abrose Burfoot's the first time', the BAA concombe, Ken Rosewall, Arthur
that's the nature of individbledon
is
the
biggest
tournatriumph four years ago.
ducted a special marathon for
ual sport. But the point is no
ment and traditionally to the Ashe and Tom Oltiter.)
Suomalainen, normally a 25- women. Nina Kuscsik, a 33The rumors were fed also by
one makes waves like Laver
tennis world that means the
kilometer runner, charged,into year-old mother of two from
Ask the players who they fear
world crown. ( But for its size Hunt's powerful right-hand
the lead .with less than five Huntington:N.Y., topped a field
and importance it is a com- man, Britisher Mike Davies, to play. Ask them who they
miles to go and had enough to of nine in 3:08.58, a time which
have to beat to win.
paratively low prize money former contract pro himself
withstand Mora's belated chal- would have been good for 391st
ty HERSCHEL NISSENSON. tired Tit); McCarver 'on a
Brooks Robinson and winning
and WCT's executive director,
Ask them who's No. 1.
tournament.)
Next
comes
Forslightly more place among the men. Elaine Associated Press Sports Writer grounder to second for the final pitcher Dave McNally rapped
lerige to win
During Laver's slump Davies
est flills.
than 100 yards.
Pedersen of San Francisco w
-1-8--reoor
• -doubleas--Baltif-.- All else in mccattleys opes. noted the lackluster pegarFormer - Connecticut track
* takes -Abibeivasato-Aa4hame.plianige.1,Aiod
Vita set- -star--John
-John Vi
Mit
of-Syractise; N:Y-.,- -third gaffe Iiiffektotiltroeltivat -With- the ratira-Tild Card la-sf *lth ttitee ?tiffs in theSeeetill'i superbcnvl events. And all LaV.- view of all the money Laver
pace hefort• Mexico's Jacinto in 329.50.
picked affin successive innings year and was tagged with the and downed the .Yankees. er did was compile a better rece____had_ Pitied down -7..-that he
ord than anyone plus banking might be playing more for the
for the first time in his career, 'loss in the 1972 opener on Sat- McNally, bidding for his fifth
three times more money than Internal Revenue Service than
in which Joe Torre was forced urday.
20-game season, tossed a fourhimself. either Newcombe or Smith.
"It's been a long time," sig- hitter.
out by an injury and in the•op•
LOS ANGELES (API - One
But Laver's problem was his
Statistically, the three had
posing pitcher belted a home hed Santorini, but the victory
down and two to go for heavyPaul Blair opened the sev- identical win-loss records mind. He was saturated, overrun?
was doubly sweet-his family
weight Jerry Quarry as he atenth with a single off Fritz Peagainst each other 1-1 But in tehhtsed, as they say. When you
AlSantorini believes it, even came down from Union. N.J., terson
tempts-to
fight his way back to
and scored oil Robinstart
losing
your
touch
and
competition among the top ten,
though he probably has to and it was his father's birththe top &intender's post of boxson\ double as right fielder [avers
temper a cerebral alarm clock
'
record
was
24
wins
pinch himself to fully realize day.
ing.'
Rusty Torres fell down. against 8 losses, while smith goes off, indicating it's time to
Brock, the Cards' inimitable.
LEXINGTON, Ky. 4AP) A -Vious and argent needs of Ken- that he picked up his first,maThe Bellflower Bomber used
a rest. AndLaver took his.
McNally doubled the second
was 13-8 and Newcombe lb-10take
;
physical fitness enthusiast who tacky...and Lexington," from jor league victory,since April base-stealer, was embarfassed run across and scored himself Further, the quality of Laver's
a devastating left hook to
He passed up Forest Hills to
in the first and second innings
says, "big-time sports are.not health to police and fire protec- 13, 1970.
wins was more impressive: on Don Buford's single.-.
in the California sun athls pound Argentin0=-Et4uardoMonday's
hard-earned biAroodie Fryman., whOpicited
. contributing to Americanphysi- tion that should tie weighed
Assuming Laver desires to be Corona Del Mar home with his Corletti into submission in less
Milt Wilcox fired a two-hitter
cal fitness," has founded an or- against the need for a stadium.' triumph, 5-4 over Philadelphia, him off both times. And Clendeconsidered No. 1- and he does wife and young son. It irked than one rannd Mondij, night.
The leaflet says the sadium was the Cardinals' first of the non, in addition to his potential- and Toth McCraw greeted re- so wish - why didn't he do tournament officials who
ganization to contest the conThe end came at 2:58 of the
liever
Bill
Lee
with
a
three-run
struction of the University or would serve "a few dozen hand- young season after two one-run ly damaging error, was run
what was necessary to achieve needed him as a gate draw.But first stanza !ten Corletti,"
-Clovelanells-win--over--it? Part of the answer is that-if was moieuiip‘rtan
te-seePe-frent-first
KentucWs proposed ftiotbalt- picked - albtete -Trier
-ITAIm-fo- weig ng 202,fiilipped to the
naries...and their fans, about breviated major league base- base On a single by Jose Cruz Boston. Wilcox, obtained from winning _Wimbledon would
stadium.
revitalize than to enter and canvas for the second time.
Cincinnati in an off-season have to rank about third among take a chance on losing in an
Ray LaFollette fnunded Stop six times a year," and contends ball schedule,Houston whipped in the first inning.
The first knockdown also
trade, was locked in a scoreless his priorities. Tournament ti- early round. That only would came from
n Francisco 7-2, Los Angeles
The Cards prevailed, despit
' the Stadium ISTS about three that "oil and restauran
a left-right combattle
with
Ray
Culp
when
Alex
all
that
trounced
adversity
Atlanta
plus
8-3,
FryBaltimore
ties don't mean all that much to
weeks ago. He said Monday he chains" would ganumbst of the
have compounded his problem. bination that rocked the visitor
has received sympathetic re- economic benefits of the proj- blanked the New York Yankees man's second career home run, Johnson and Graig Nettles sin- him anyway. After all, he has And, according to his wife, and provided Quarry with vic4-0 and (leveland-zeroed -Boo-- 'when Ed -Crosbyi, Torre's le- gled with two out in the eighth , won all theseaujerhowl titles Mary. Rod at_the timely's;_
tocy_NO.:42-1agaiAal-fiveldefeale.I placement; greeted reliever Joe gining. Lee came in4'to face in a manner and style never
the brink of being "a bloody and foal- draws. He weighed in,
him
- LaFallette said the organ- ton 4-0.
He said some agree with—
Santorini, the fifth' St. Louis Hoerner with a leadoff single in McCraw-lefty vs. lefty, you
.because f Nig-49/49d. 0l4R,4tzation NaPP tR,..camPe 4 larq
emulated in history
‘Fie is the basket case."
k aD 44tuag9glat
17r,1'-dhly thiyetiver To tiviee viui - -wnhe Laver itellkim;"sition_ to„the.proposed site, just body of anti-sradium sentiment pitcher, caht on in then-114k -the top of the ninth - and 're urinvez-and-MeCraw
'20311;
• _
pitch
ig 'Fbur louenrn
just insideAlie-rigliflierd""The
aent ebtlthe PtirYeti!
Palma Ifilbt
7
1
.south of the main campus. to surface before construction inning with the bases loaded.' Simmons doubled him home.
-'fiissext fight will be May 9
round.
He
addithe
first
lost
in
Grand Slam - in 1962 as an
•,
:Some- would- -rather retain the contractsand revenue bond sr- -one-out and the Cards nurslitt"*: with the tie-beaker, Simmons foul pole.
in London Atgainst Larry Midamateur and in 1960 as a pro-.. tionally suffered some Minor ofile-Uati---aln he
ringementa -are ---,completed-in- a 5-3 lead. He got a bad break eventually scored what proVed
-open-space-In the area. taii-Jinie
injury in the doubles that
when first baseman Donn to be the winning run on Dal 3.c.cmicnci.coo.cox.esatEic
• And some, he says, are for July.
No, laver is concerned about
26 Las Vegas date with Mulayoff.
six-week
caused
a
Clendenon dropped pinch hitter Maxvill's sacrifice fly.
construction of a basketball
making a lot of money and sec'Though back again on the tour- hammad Ali.
Torre aggravated a strained
Roger Freed's pop foul but the
, arena first.
and maintaining his physical nament trail, Newcombe hasn't
Corletti, 32-10-5, was counted
24-year-old right-hander recov- muscle in his.,lower back sufwould
and mental fitness to enable since done anything of signiff- out withNt numbers when Dick
• He says thersrather
ered to strike out Freed.
fered in Sunday's game against
him to do so. And Laver has a cance in the tennis world.
_see the $11 million spent in nonYoung stopped the scheduled
knack for priming himself for
Larry Bowa's sharp single Montreal.
-.sports areas, and some are
After Laver's rest he came 10-round affair with two seca.ohao
Today.
'
big money matches.
score 5-4 and left the
OrTner
-back IFOCtober to
A funny thing happened to By, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thus
us he opened the 1971 sea:terns the stadium would bring.
American League
Eierkeley international tourna- South.American champ was hitDETROIT( AP - A question bases jammed but Santorini re- the San Franciaccr Giants on
son in astounding form. There
East
Division
ment generally regarded ting the deck. The bell rang,
I LaFallette sai4 leaflets have of Whether or not the death last
their way to a repeat of their
W. L. Pet Gig. was this series of head-to-head
-'been circulated citing "the ob- October of Detroit Lions' flanthan Forest Hills.
tougher
Baltimore
Corletti arose and wandered
2
0
1.000
runaway..
After
early 1971
Detroit
1 0 1.000
ker Chuck Hughes was conInterestingly, on the first day about the ring until he was told
trimming Houston twice and Milwaukee
1 0 1.000
nected with' his job as a pro
1 1 .500 I
Australia Advances
grabbing a 2-0 lead Monday Cleveland
of the five-day tournament, the fight was over.
New York
2
2
.000
0
football player may force his
night on pitcher John Cumber- Boston
•
0 2-000 2
SEOUL ( AP) - Australia
widow to go to court to collect
DETROIT AP) - Jerry UM' fifth-inning single, they
West Division
overpowered South Korea in
Kansas
City
3 0 1.000 workman's compensation.
West of the Los Angeles Lakers .faltered and lost.
California
1 1 .500 l' I the doubles match'Sunday and
A pretrial examination is set heads the 10-man list of 1972
Doug Rader tied the score for Minnesota
1 1 .500 1'7 won the right
to meet Japan in
for May 5 before a corn- All-Pro basketball players in a the Astros in their half of the Oakland
1 1 .500
1 1 .500 l' 2 the final of the Eaajgrn Zone A
SANTA MONICA, Calif.( AP) pensation referee in Detroit on poll of fans sponsored by Bas- inning with a two-run homer Texas
Chicago
0 3 .000 3
section of the Davis Cup elimi- Andy Granatelli'i entry in the matter.
ketball Weekly,a 30,000-circula- and. they took the lead in the
Monday's Results
nation rounds.
Cleveland 4, Boston- 0
the Indianapolis 590 this year
The compensation petition tion newspaper published in De- sixth on run-scoring singles by
Baltimore 4, New York 0
Australia already had taken
will be a standard STP Lola filed by the widow, Mrs. Sharon troit.
May
Watson.
May
and Bob
Only games scheduled
Lee
two singles matches Friday.
driven by. Art Pollard, it has Hughes, contends that her husTuesday's Games
Wilt Chamberlain, West's singled another run across beTexas (Gogolewski 0-0) at
In the doubles match, Mal
• been announced.
band died on the job. She is teammate, also was selected fore Rader cracked a two-run
*Iktvat ihvoione
Chicago (Wodd 00). night
Granatelli admitted Monday seeking compensation which along with. Kareen Abdul-Jab- triple.
Kansas City (Hedlund 00) at Anderson and Geoffrey Masters
of Australia defeated Chung
(McLain 0-0), night
he had thoughts of prepping the could reach as high as $90,000 if bar of the Milwaukee Bucks.
Starts Wed., Apr. 26
Two-run homers by Willie Oakland
Minnesota (Perry 0-01 at Cal- Young-ho and Kim Moon-il of
;•-• revolutionary rotary Wankel she elects to take weekly payOther National Basketball As- Davis and Manny Mota pow- ifornia (Ryan 0-0), night
Korea 7-5, 6-2, 6-2.
engine for the Indy test but ments until her two-year-old sociation player:, picked were
Detroit (Coleman 0-0) at Bal
ered Los Angeles over Atlanta,
said -rule changes which we son, Brandon Shane Hughes, John Havlicek of Boston, Walt which is having the pitching timore (Palmer 0.0), night
Milwaukee (London; 00) at
expected would liberalize the reaches 21„
Frazier of New York, and Spen- problems most experts pre- New York (Kline 00), night
Cleveland (Tidrow 1)0) at
Wankel rotary engine size ...
•Hughes collapsed on the field cer Haywood of Seattle.
dieted. Davis drove in a third Boston
(Siebert' 00)
-' instead slashed the, size just as at Tiger Stadium last Oct. 24
American Basketball Associ- run with an infield- hit and Bill
Wednesday's Games
Leave Town With Confidence!
was done with the turbines."
during a National Football ation players chosen were Rick Singer, facing live hitters for
Kansas- City at Oakland, 2,
t-•
• As a" result. the Granatelli ,• League game against the Chi- Barry of the New York Nets, the first time since March 12, twi night
I
Minnesota at California, night
' participation at Indy- will be cago Bears. He was pronounced Charlie Scott of Virginia, and hurled four perfect innings. Ile
Texas at Chicago
Detroit at Baltimore, night
.slight as-ho and brother Vince dead at a nearby hospital more Dan Issel and Artis Gilmore-of
..was bothered only by Darrell
Milwatikee at New York
: prepare a 29!-inch turbine car than an hour later, although Kentuck
Cleveland at Boston
Evans' homer
: for the California 500 at Ontario doctors said for all - practical
year.
this
later
purposes he died on the field of
• Motor Speedway
Watiniiat Leagire.
East Division
Of the SIP Ford-powered a heart attack caused by hardOur factory trained mechanics will make your car come- hive for the hard driving months
W.
Pct. G.B
Ind car, Granatelli said there ening of the arteries.
ahead. They have the know-how and use factory' authorized parts. You get the job done right
Montreal
2 0 1 000
would he no time for advance
But the Hartford Insurance
at the right price.
1 1 SOO
New York
1 I 500
Pittsburgh
testing and _ said it would be Group, which is the Lions cornI
Chicago
1.
500
-almost a miracle if we quali- prehensive insurance carrier,
I 2 333
Philadelphia
2 333
St Louis
fist it during the first- quah- says Hughes death didn't have
I,
West
Division
tying tieekend of May 13-14."
anything to do with football.
San F ranc isco 2 I 667
2
I -667
San Diego
ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL
$28.70
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. APi
2 I _667
Bet Allen said that the -re- Los Angeles
new spark plugs, point set, condenser,PCV valve Sixes slightly less.
I I 500
Cincinnati
Al -Lawson, assistant coach on lease came too late
for.Lawson Houston
I 2 .333
Florida State's college basket- to get a tryout' with
I 3 250
OIL AND OIL FILTER CHANGE SPECIAL
another Atlanta
•
$8.45
ball team, has filed a $I rhillion team. He said several
Monday's
teams,
Results,Philadpiphi 4
-tweaeh -of- eentreet--IfitTfiding thuChiago
SHOCK
ARSJIMISCIt
Angeles
13, Atlanta 3 .
SPECIAUPAIWMAILED
Los
against the Atlanta Hawks.
Houston 7, San Francisco
had expressed interest in Lawhed I
In the suit filed Monday in son previously.
Tuesday's Games
TRY
$.11.0
furor- Yuri( TkoacYttan .b cIr7ir
Clean and inspect front and rear brakes. Inspect linings and grease seals. Check for wheel
asked for at least $1 million in suffered "embarrassment,
(Renko 00)
Montreal
hocylinder leaks, master cylinder fluid level, self adjusting mechanism and power
San Francisco (Carrithers 0
compensatory and punitive miliationAnd other
indignities" _0.1. at San Diego (Phoebus 0 0),
booster. Adjust front wheel bearings. Front drum brakes slightly less.
'dnLag
night
EY-being
released
before he got
An aid to elimiHouston (Forsch 00) at Cin
He said he signed a. $16,500 a chance to
playpotential cifinati (GOO! 0 01,-night
nate excess water
contract with the aro basketball-- career ak Elhastel.realr-player in - V. .Louis (SPinits 00) at
in a weight-control
Hawks on June 10, 1971, but professional sports has
Philadelphia (Champion 00).
been Get High Quality .
Low Prices at
was released on Aug. 6, 1971 permanently undermined," the night•
program
Chicago (Pappas 00) at
with the explanation the team suit said.
Pittsburgh (Moose 00)
Los Angeles (Oster 00) at
had -an overabundance of forLawson played college bas, Atlanta
(Kelley 00), night
wards."
ketball at Florida A&M, where - Wednesday's Games
Remus Allen. Lawson's attor- he averaged 18.5 points
New York at Montreal, night
per
I: DRUGS
WALLIS
Chicago at Pittsburgh, night
ney, said the 6-foot-7 forward game in a four-year career.
V. LetrIS at ettitedelpttio,
never got a chance to show his .__After he failed to make it night
MURRAY Phone Pl. 3 1272 KENTUCKY 1
Los Angeles at Atlanta, night
skills in training camp, which with the Hawks, Lawson was
101 Main Street
--Hoeston-et Cincinnati, night
Phone 753-5273
began shortly after Lawson was I
I
S .I.!
• LI .
•

Cardinals Limp Through HardEarned Win Over Philadelphia

Corletti Monday

Organization Founded To
Contest Stadium Building

Standings
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Plan Designed To Allow
WCT Players In Tourney
to the press
e he couldn't
as well as he
Promptly went
ted the field,
T with each
ng the $10,000
le year with
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he first player
lion dollars in
ombe finished
Smith someill over again.
althy six-week
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win.
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:S API - One
)go for heavyJerry as he atis way back to
r's post of box-

Bomber used
left hook to
na's -Eduard()
mission in less
AondaY night.
at 2:58 of the
tjen Corletti,
ilipped to the
econd time.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( API-The director of the U.S. Open
Tennis Championships at Forest Hills the past two years has
designed a pLitillat would inprofes•=siera*Fatattar Hunt's World`
ChampionshiELennis wcr in
this year's tWen.
Bill Talbert, in Nashville for
a tennis clinic, suggested essentially two separate' but con:
current tourninieids. fiaaing to
a ''Super Match" at the finish.
Last year a dispute over

UK Signs Warford
To Letter of Intent
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) The University of Kentucky
Signed Reggie Warford of_Drakesboro, Ky., Monday to a basketball letter of intent.
The 6-foot-1 Drakesboro High
gwrd becomes the second
Mck athlete ever to sign with
UK. Thomas Payne, now with
the Atlanta Hawks, was the first
when he signed with the
Wildcats in 1969.
Warford averaged 26 points
per game as a senior. Drakesboro was runner up in the regional tournament •la with a

'14011

•

scheduling, corporate guarantees for tournament participation and the type of tennis ball
to be used at Wimbledon
caused the International Lawn
Tennis Federation to ban all
Ava player's from its tournaments beginning this year.
"There would be two separate tournaments," Talbert
said, "and the WCT player
would be participating in an
eventlike all the rest on their
tour. I'd put up the same purse
and .
!..ise -whatever type ball
they wanted.
"Hopefully we could have the
finals of each tournament on
Saturday. Then, on Sunday,
perhaps the two- winners would
play in a kind of Super Bowl."

•

•••-•
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Pro Cage
Playoffs

4t-i.44
,. •
a

NBA
Conference finals
Monday's Results
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Western Conference
Milwaukee at Los Angeles,
national TV, best-of-7 series
Only game scheduled
Wednesday's Game
Eastern Conference
New York at Boston, New
York leads best-of'-7 series, 2-0.
Only game scheduled
ABA
Division finals
Monday's Results
West Division
Utah 117, Indiana 109, Utah
leads best-of-7 series, 2-0.
- Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
No games scheduled
Wednesday's Game
West Division
Utah at Indiana
Only game scheduled

MONDAY SCORES-Rick Monday,left, of the Chicago Cubs scores from first base on a double by teammate Ferguson Jenkins in
the third inning of the season opener with the Philadelphia PhIllies in Chicago. At right is Phillies catcher Tim McCarver.
(AP Wirephoto)

Murray Coaches Los
To Meet Friday
-'flil
erry, presi ent
Murray Baseball Association,
has announced a meeting to be
held for all coaches and
presidents of the various
leagues in Murray.
The meeting will be held at
the First Federal Savings and
Loan-Community Room Friday,
April 21, at 7 p.m,

Angeles-Milwaukee Series
t Thre

By RON ROAM!
Associated Press Sports Miter
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
Milwaukee Bucks and Los Angeles Lakers have each won the
games they really had to win.
But tonight's match at the forum is a MUST game for bath.The teams are tied 2-2 in the
All present team coaches, and best-of-7 series for the National
league presidents are requested Basketball Association's Westto attend this meeting. Anyone ern Conference championship.
The nationally televised game
interested ia'becoming a coach
should also attend, Cherry said. starts at 10 pin., EST. The FoAnyone interested in becoming rum is a 17,500-seat sellout and,
a league president should with Los Angeles blacked out
-C-Onfact-Cherr
- y immediately at for home- television,--five sites
will carry closed-circuit tele753-7707.
cast.

Charger's Bob Babich
•
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - On a
slab of asphalt in Southern California, Bob Babich plays and wins - in a new league.
Babich, the 24-year-old middle linebacker for the San
Diego Chargers, has successmade the transition
bruising football player to
sophisticated, smooth-talking
new-car salesman.
He is one of a few dozen
Chargers now well into the
"off-season," a little known but
very important slice of any
professional athlete's life.
What he does and how he
does it at this time of the year
can, in the long run, prove
more critical than any thirddown situation.
Winning and losing are big in
this world, too.
The winners make adjustments in the off-season which
will lead them to a successful
life when their playing days are
over, away from the protection
of a face mask and shoulder
pads.
The losers, once they quit the
fun and games, are lost souls,
unable to compete in this 9-to-5,
coat-and-tie contest.
Babich and a few of his
Charger teammates are in an
off-season league by themselves.
Others find the off-season an
unsure happening.
Here, too, the battle goes on,
with the off-season player
sometimes hired to carry the
ball for private enterprise, rallying the team for the grand old
game of profit and loss
Even success isn't always all
that great.
Jealous co-workers may accuse the athlete of playing on
his fame rather than merit.
And the athletic exploiter
stands around the corner ready
-to :'itivest" his salary'and bonus money in "surefire" plans.
"I used to dread the off-seasin"' said Ron East, defensive
-teeltle for the Chargers.
East came to the Chargers'
last year in the Lance Alworth
trade. He had played for Dallas.
"In Dallas," said East, "offseason employment -- as far al1 was concerned - meant
working for a businessman who
wanted to use you to 'open his
doors.' Things are changing
now."
East is working for Professional Athletes Management
Co. (PAMCO), one of a new
ot-buaimaaimisdaaigned-4e
help the athlete primarily in

di
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Track Season To
egin For Tigers
By MIKE BRANDON
finished second in the Regional
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
meet last season to Childress.
Track season begins for the
One of the highlights of the
Murray High Tigers Thursday season will be the West Kenafternoon in a triangular meet tucky Conference Meet to be
at Calloway County High held on May, 13th at Christian
School. The 3 p.m. affair will County High School. The
also include the Rebels of South Regional will be held on May
Marshall.
Due to a limited number of will he op the 27th.
practice sessions Tiger-mentor - To qualify Mi
. the state meet,
John Hina is unsure who will be an athlete must have finished
starting in the various events. first in his event at the Regional
The Tigers are expected to be meet.
strong in the pole vault with
The members of this year's
Class A State Champion Tony squad are Eli Alexander,
Childress returning. Childress Tyrone McCuiston, Tony
has won the title for the past two Childress, Chris Clopton, Allen
years. One of Childress' Cogdell, Jeff Dowdy, Ed Finton,
toughest competitors will be Dale McCuiston, Ted Forrest_
teammate Ricky Orr who •Thurman Foster, Ken Grogan,

'

David Pearson
Wins In Rebel
400 Stock Race
DARLINGTON,.S. C. ( AP David Pearson says he isn't superstitious like most race drivers. "I'm just careful," is the
way he puts it.
Pearson, 37, didn't let any
qualams he might have had
about numbers stand in his way
Sunday when he drove a Mercury to a two-lap victory over
Richard Petty's Plymouth in
the 16th Rebel 400 stock car
race.
It was his first major
_triumph in two years and it.
him $14,850. It also proved
that the veteran campaigner
•
, 0, •
s
lost little of the driving skill
that has carried him to more
than $696,000 in prize money
since 1960.
Pearson had won the pole position for this spring classic,
capturing it on the 13th day of
the month, and exactly 13 years
since he first sat in a- gtand nationsl
Not only that, his pit pass
was No. 13 and he once had
crashed a car that bore the
number 13.
"Aside from the wreck," he
said, "I had always figured 13
was my lucky number, and the
wreck was my fault-not from
some bad luck omen.
The 20-year driving star
paced the 36-car field four
times during the race for a total of 220 of the 293 laps around
the tough Darlington International Raceway oval. His
speed was 124.426 miles per
hour - not as fast as the 132
plus he needed to win the 1970
Rebel, but fast enough.
There were six other leaders
and 14 lead chances, but in the
end Pearson's cany-apple red
Mercury and Petty's Plymouth
were the only cars left running
at full speed. Only 18 cars
made it to the finish.
Even so, Pearson made the
final seven circuits with yellow
caution lights blinking in . his
goggles. The last of five yellow
.lights that slowed the race was
brought out when Dodge driving Jim Vandiver wrecked on
the front straight. Track officials were unable to clean up
the mess in the time remaining.
It had been a good race most
of the way, with Pearson, Petty, Bobby Allison, Buddy Baker
and Bobby Isaac swapping the
lead at top speed.
Isaac went only 100 miles beEike the engine- failed in his
Dodge. gaker wrecked his
Dodge aloa the front straight,
irrhe previous two NASCAR starts, was
slowed late in the race by sway
bar problems.
The caution lights slowed the
race for 36 laps, giving the
record Rebel crowd of 45,000 a
respite from the torrid action.
Pearson had taken over the
Wood brothers car last week
after it was vacated by A. J.
Poyt, who went back to try for
a fourth triumph in the Indianapolis 500. Foyt had driven
the car to two major victories
—_and_a-second-placeIiaöth
third.
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Augusto lbay, Glenn Jackson,
Ray Lane, Adam Lanning,
McCuiston, Dean
Porter
Lanning, Allan Lemmons,
Ricky 'Lovett, Allan Moore,
Ricky Orr, Ed Moore, Bob
I,AS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) - Pinkston, Steve -Porter, CTovra-UCLA basketball coach John- Ray, Joe Resig, Doug Shelton,
Wooden was selected Monday Don Scott and Ronnie Dunn.
night as coach of the year by
the All-American Basketball
Coaches Clinic at a banquet
hosted by Adolph Rupp of Ken-1: -. - -

John Wooden Is
Colch Of Year

Monday's Stars,

Alingt-Uoug -Mager:of Nevada, Las
tros, drove in four runs with a
Vegas.
---In-bionday--night's only pro!
" In the NBA Eastern ConferWooden, whose Bruins have homer and triple in Houston's
basketball action, Utah moved
ence finals, the New York won the last six
NCAA titles 7-2 victory over San Francisco,
out to a 2-0 lead in their West
Knicks hold a 2-0 edge over and eight of the last
PITCHING-Milt Wilcox. InDivision final series against Innine, will
Boston. Game No. 3 will be have the use of a
new car for dians, blanked Boston on two
diana by whipping the Pacers
played Wednesday night in Bos- the next 12
months. Nine others hits 4-0, striking out eight.
117-109.
ton, and the Celtics need that were under
consideration for
Willie Wise poured in 30
one to- climb back into &in- the honor. They were:
points for the Stars, including
•
tention.
Jerry Tarkanian, Long Beach
11 in the third quarter, when
Recapping the Rucks-takers State; Dean Smith, North
Utah turned a one-point halfCaroseries:
lina; Al McGuire, Marquette;
time deficit into a nine point
The Bucks blasted the Lakers Bill Gibson,
Virginia; Denny
•
lead. Zelmo Beaty, playing dein the Forum, 93-72, in the first Crum, Louisville;
Chuck Daly,
spite a broken finger, scored 23
game, but Los Angeles came Penn; Lefty Dreisell,
Marypoints and hauled down 25
back to win a thriller 135-134, land; Bill
Musselman, Minrebounds for the Stars.
also at the Forum.
nesota; Carl Tacy, Marshall.
George McGinnis led Indiana
The clinic will conclude
-Los Angeles went-to- Milwith 28 points, 21 of them in the
waukee needing at least a split Wednesday after Tuesday
second half.
The third game of the series of the two games there to night's East-West all-star game
will be played Wednesday night maintain any home-court ad- pitting 6-10 LaRue Martin of
vantage. The Lakers won the Loyola-Chicago against Marat Anderson, Ind.
quette's Jim Chones. Martin
The other ABA playoff series, thitd game, 108-105.
A
_Then'came Sunday's fourth was the first pick in the recent
between Virginia and the New
York Nets for the East Division contest, which Milwaukee National Basketball Association
title-does not revme until needed to win or face a 1-3 defi- draft. Chones has al •.•
as
.signed- vn
ew _ orit's Nets of
. The Siquires bold a 2-0 cit in me series,- The BucE"
won in a walk, 114-88.
the ARA,
edge.
CIGAR

floppiness is...

KING

•

the off-season.
and packing for a business trip
In addition to PAMCO, San in the evening.
Diego is home base for SportsHe recently traveled to
world, another operation set up Washington, D.C., where Presto deal in player service, al- ident Nixon thanked him for his
though its primary purpose is involvement in the National
running sporting camps for Football League's drug abuse
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PAMCO and Sportsworld are
around because not every player is a Bob Babich in the offseason.
Babich appears to be a man
for all seasons.
An acknowledged premier
linebacker, he already has
climbed to star ranks in new
car sales.
"He came right in here and
sold six cars the first week,"
said Gary Polakoff, the dealership general manager. -You
gotta meet Bob Babich to know
his secret. I know other football
players who tried to sell cars in
the off-season and they were
absolute failures."
Meeting Babich is an experience. This 6-foot, 2-inch, 230pounder stands out among the
shining new autos which surround him on the lot.
"Selling cars isn't as easy as
it seems," said Babich between
sales the other day. ''It is difficult adjusting from football to
this. I guess some guys don't
adjust.
"I have to. If! don't keep the
pressure up -in the off-season,
it's difficult to get back into the
pressure situations of football
That's why I like selling cars on
a commission. There's plenty
of pressure.:.
Polakoff credits Babich's
success-to his athletic training.
-The guy is disciplined. He
dues things by the numbers
where another salesman might
take some shortcuts," said Polakoff
"Three years ago I -kept
reading where Babich was
highly coachable. Now I know
firsthand he is I'm his off-season coach, so to speak, and he's
a very coachable guy."
k A Babich sales pitch is fresh
and surprising. He does not use
his football image.
"In fact, he doesn't tell anybody he is a football player,"
said Polakoff.
Another ingredient in the Balath off-season success story is
activity.
Babich's typical daily routine
may find him making television commercials in the mornings, working out at a gym
arou••-sloenvisellitirearrfor
six-hour stint in late afternoon

"I want to keep active the
year-round," said Babich.
-The secret isnot to slow down,
not to lapse into a world very
different from football.
"If I did slow down, change
the routine. I'd have a heck of a
time readjusting when it came
time to start playing again."

BOWLING
STANDINGS
Magic Tri
Bowling League
April 11, 1972
W.
Team
L.,
Johnsons Grocery
23
85
Ezells Beauty School
35
73
Murray Insurance
1
2
62'••• 45/
N.H.C.A.
1
2
58/
1
2 49/
Owens Food Mark et
55
53
Murray Muffler
1
2
511
/
2 56/
Bank of Murray
50 58
Booties
61
47
Jerrys Restaurant
77' 7
30'
79
29
Kroger
High Team Game (SC)
799
Johnsons Groc
747
Johnson Groc,
708
Ezells Beauty School
High Team Game (MC)
985
Johnson Groc.
Bank ot murtay.
91/
976
K rogers
High Team Series (SC)
22/1
Johnsdit Groc
Ezells Beauty School
2068
N.H.C.A.
1943
-High Team Series (HC)
Bank of Murray
7825
Johnson Groc
1799
Krogers
1765
High Ind. Game (SC)
Marilyn Parks
202
Mary Harris
194
Betty Dixon '
180
High Ind. Game (HC)
Mary Harris
137
Marilyn Parks
230
Betty Robertson
221
- -High end.- Series ISE)
Glenda Hill
496
Mary Harris
494
Marilyn Parks
487
High Ind. Series (HC)
Marilyn Parks
623
Betty Robertson
608
Barbara Barrett
598
High Averages
Marilyn Parks
Wanda Nance
Bobbie Garrison
Mildred Hodge
Glenda Hill
Layaughntatimer

160
157
157
156
156
155

l'tah skiing
SALT LAKE (:ITY (UM
- Utah ham some of the -finest
skiing country in the United
State.. The major ski resorts
include Aha. Park City,
Snowbird and Brighton. One
1171MITITATirit7frow11,41 by
actor Hobert iietiforci.

You Are Cordially Invited
to the

Bank of Murray's
Showing of the

New University Branch
Sunday. April 23 1972
2-6 p.m
University Branch
North 12th Street
Murray. Kentucky

•
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Quota Club Law Appreciation-Month

CLYDE STEELE

MAURICE WILSON

ORA LEE PARKER

Clyde Steele is serving his
-first term as sheriff of Calloway
County and has held office since
,January 1970.
Sheriff Steele served two
consecutive terms as jailer of
Calloway County, 1958 through
1966. He has worked as a car
salesman for some twenty
years.
Born and reared near Pine
Bluff, Mr. Steele and his wife,
Mary, are parents of three
children, Billy, 38, a Chrysler
engineer, Danny, 27, a
Chevrolet engineer, and Debbie
Moss, 19, a student at MSU.

Maurice Wilson has been a
deputy sheriff since January
1970. Prior to becoming deputy
sheriff, he was in the trucking
business and was a salesman
for the.Chevroletgarage.
Wilson has been a member of
the Masons since 1960. He and
his wife, Wanda, live at Route 3,
Murray, Ky.

Ora Lee Parker, Route 3,
Murray, has served Calloway
County as deputy sheriff since
January 197a. Prior to being
deputy, she has
sworn as
worked in the sheriff's office as
part time employee for approximately two years.
Mrs. Parker was an employee
of the Post Office in ,Murray
from May 1970. For some seven
and a half years, she owned and
operated a grocery store on the
East Highway known as
Parker's Grocery.

JOHN C. WILLOWGHBY
John Curtis Willoughby has
been with the county sheriff's
Oggiartmept deputy cizre
18th day of November_1971_
He had previously served as
deputy sheriff from 1966
through 1969 under the late
Cohen Stubblefield.
Before he entered law enforcement, Mr. Willoughby
farmed and ran a service
station. He served from 1942 to
1945 in World War II.
He and his wife, Pauline. live
at Murray, Route 4.
.

Kentucky To
Air Law Quiz

THE WORLD IN 1971 is The
Associated Press'exciting new
news annual. It contains all the
major news events of the year
in a fast-paced text, illustrated
with hundreds of black and white
and color photographs, plus a
16-page color map Atlas of the
world. Now you can have the
world on a string for your own
home library for only $4.95.

THE WORLD IN 1971
The Murray, Ky., Ledger & Times
P 0 B 66
1'
POl\GHKEEPSIE. N Y 12601
Enclosed is $
Please send
copies of The World in 1971 al $4 95 each to
Name
Address
--

la

City iind time

Zip No.
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Antipollution gear Law Officers Tv profile
Vital Part Of Clods getavtling
makes-cars_balky Derby
Security from Wig House'

Psychology professor Helmut Seeger had been pleased
as punch with his 1971 Vega
Hatchback. But when the GT
version became available, he
traded quickly for it. His
•'new" Vega has a tachometer,
special wheels, a larger engine
... and worse performance.
-I can really feel the difference," says Seeger. "My '71
had more pep, got better mileage and was easier to starlit's
as simple as that."
Seeger is not alone. And the
Chevrolet Vega - that hugely
successful subcompact- is not
the only culprit. Virtually every 1972 model on the road is
suffering similar maladies.
The culprit can be found in all
the antipollution gear now nestled under the hood. In order to
cut down on the undesirable
carbon monoxide and unburned
hydrocarbons that spew from
the tailpipe, the auto makers
have had to resort to all manner of engineering tricks to
meet the levels set by the federal government. Idle speeds
have Wen increased, carburetors leaned out, timing retarded and cylinder compression reduced to effect more
complete fuel combustion. The
end result is a balky-starting,

Toe ,Grants-Wisit-

long program on law and order
FRANKFORT, Ky.-There Outwood
will be aired by Kentucky
residents toured the
Educational Television on April must be some magic left in Governor's Mansion, the Court
HonestAbe Lincoln's bronze of Appeals.
26.
Senate and House
"The National Law and Order toe.
chambers and the old capitol
Legend has it that good luck building
Test," originally produced at
which now houses the
St. Louis public television comes to those who rub the museum and offices of the
bronze
toe of the Abraham Kentucky Historical
station .KETC-TV., will be
Society.
telecast statewide from 630 to Lincoln statue which towers in
Tours like the visit to FrankKentucky
the
Capitol
rotunda.
7:30 p.m.
fort are a part of the
And 25 residents of Outwood educational
John Daly and Nancy
program at OutDickerson, host this television State Hospital and School for wood and other state mental
mentally
the
retarded
are more retardation facilities, officials
"test" of public opinion
questions on issues related to than willing to give Abe credit point out. Their residents are
for their getting to see Gov. exposed
crime and law enforcement.
to experiences which
Daly gives background in- Wendell Ford while they were will help maintain contact with
formation to each question and, on a recent tour of Frankfort. the community-one 9f _ the
vigorously putting theafter the viewer has had time to
, primary goals of all training for
respond, Mrs. Dickerson an- bronze equivalent of a military the mentally retarded.
nounces the correct
answer spitshine on Lincoln's footwear,
Outwood State Hospital and
several of the Outwood visitors School,
and an explanation.
near Dawson Springs, is
On opinion questions, the wished aloud "to see the obe of three residential
viewer is given the opportunity governor." Just as the statue's facilities for the mentally
to compare his opinion with shoe reached its highest gloss, retarded operated by the
those of the studio audience of Governor Ford emerged from Kentucky Department of
police recruits and law school his office and began to greet and Mpntql Hpalth
Students as well as with national snake hand With each of the
r--group.
public opinion as expressed in a
atered chicken
The reception afforded the
sample suevey conducted in 10
Governor by the Outwood
MANILA tUP14 --City
U.S. cities.
sightseers would have pleased hall agents are cracking down
The four areas related to
any chief executive. Many of on unscrupulous dealers who
crime and law enforcement to
be explored are street crime, the children told him they "had have been reported injecting
seen him on television" or -in water into the flesh of dressed
organized crime, courts, and
chickens to increase their
the
paper."
prisons, and protests and
weight.
But then, fame is a fleeting
dissent.
thing in any child's eyes, and- lnvfAtAgAtion has shown
thai-buyers ar*
---.7.heated .of .30
PHILIPPINE
soon the visitors were ready to to 40 centavos 15 to
7 1.S.
INDEPENDENCE
proceed an their tour.
cents). with every purchase of a
The Philippine independence
Before returning home, the -bloated- dressed chicken
bill was signed on Mar. 24, 1934

We've Got
the World
on a String!

KENTGCKY

often poor-running car._
• The internal-combustion enLOUISVILLE;KY.-Ki ml,ght
gine has remained essentially be expected with a crowd
By VERNON SCOTT'
of
unchanged since it was intro- over 100,000
UPI Hollywoo'd Correspondent
people, security is
HOLLYWOOD IUPI I - Cloris Leachman, the weirdo neighduced. With emission require- an
important part of any bor of "The Mary Tylor Moore
Show," is an Oscar nominee for
ments getting more stringent
Kentucky Derby.
"The Last Picture Show" and readjusting her private life.
each year, the manufacturers
This year as in the past,
Separated from her husband, producer-director George
have had to "improvise" ways
Kentucky's Englund;for two- years, Miss Leachman hasmoved from a 27to cut down on pollutants in the members of
National Guard and State room mansion to a seven-room home.
most econorul way:
last,"
"At
she cries,"I don't have a house with a pool."
Each year .3b169. The mid- Police will be, at Churchill
- The actress, who also maybe remembered for her role as the
1960s when the first positive - Downs to help the Louisville and
mother on the
Jefferson
County
crankcase venti1ation-1
police five:.kdam. "Lassie" shovsoue season, is the real life mother of
IS; Bryan, 16; George, IS; Morgan,8; and Dinah,6.
Atilves became mandatory in -:maintain order.
— --ttriw doesstitrsepitititiltiarhiiiii
California - where pollution
Col. Edward H. Milburn, chief rooms to seven?
laws have always been tough- of staff
for the Kentucky
"Not easily." she says. "I lived in that big house eight years. It
est - the auto makers have had National Guard, said about 350 used to be Vat O'Brien's. I just saved my favorite pieces of furto progressively lower emis- guardsmen are used primarily
niture.
sions.
With Adam living in Switzerland. Cloris managed to distribute
for crowd, control, though they
Currently, auto manufactur- also have enforcement powers. her brood in three bedrooms.
She has no live-in help, quite a change from her days in the
ers, in order to comply with the
The guardsmen help contain
mansion when there were two maids' rooms with a (-hauffeur's
Clean Air Act, have to certify the crush of crowds
around the room and two baths for the help. that their •1972 cars emit no paddock area
as horses are led
"I was tied to my possessions in that big place," she says. "It
more than 3.4 grams of hydro- out to the track,
around the
had a swimming pool, sauna bath, badminton courrand two acres
carbons^and 39 grams of carbon railings
during a race and 'of ground."
monoxide per mile of operaActress Leachman said she had no intention of divorcing her
aroundthe winner's circly when
tion. And next year the requirehusband, adding that they continue to see one another on friend!)
the Governor presents the
silents will be even tougher.
terms.
While Helmut Seeger may trophy to the owner of the
Became she is contracted for only 13" episodes a season on the
grumble about the way his car winning horse.
CBS series, Miss Leachman is free to make movies and personal
Milburn
said
"it's
a
long
is coughing and sputtering each
'appearances in stock company plays most of the year.
morning, he „Shouldn't lay all tiring day" for the men, who are
Shims social life
the blame on the dealer - or all volunteers. The first troops
As a result of all her work she shuns social life. Most of her free
arrive
at
the
Downs
at 7:30 and
the manufacturer.
time is devoted fo her home and children.
The auto makers steadfastly don't leave until after the last
She is a good cook but seldom entertains. A self-proclaimed
maintain that they have had to race, late that afternoon.
"solitary person," Cloris chauffeurs her sons to their various afterschool activities and does the grocery shopping herself. )
Fifty state troopers on duty
resort to bolt-in, hang-on items
Her nomination for the Academy Award has made little change
to reduce the pollution levels Derby Day provide security for
because the federal govern- the Governor and his party., in Miss Leachman's personal life. It has brought in more offers for
- enC a-- requirements have - -beginntrrg• With the" Trtr ,l'Itf.,141441.1dWill*Allg...W.
Y
ere has,' been an increased number of invitations to parties,
come too fast to keep pace with breakfast at the Governor's
but the actress turns down most of them.
technology. There has simply Mansion.
For her role as Phyllis Lindstrom on the weekly situation
not been enough time to come
Maj. Oakley Watkins, service
comedy, Cloris is required to wear a variety of far-out clothes.
up with better alternatives, commander for the
state police, Surprisingly, most of the wardrobe is her own.
they maintain; and some of the said his
"I don t use the same combination of things off-camera," she
detail's biggest
rules - while well intentioned problems
says."I don't get that gussied up unless I'm going somewhere that
are
keeping
- are not realistic.
has something to do with my professional life-like a talk show on
unauthorized automobiles from
Not even Detroit, however, breaking into the Governor's TV."
Cloris says she-wants to lead a more flexible life-. That's one of
was aware of the severity of party's escorted convoy on
its
the reasons she moved from her 27-room abode.
poor performance of the '72 way from Frankfort
to
With all of her children in school she finds herself free to work
models. Some dealers have Louisville, and
keeping track of
more often without worrying about running a large establishment
been literally swamped with the visiting
at home.
dignitaries they are
customers wanting to know
This year she will hit the road to star in "Annie Get Your Gun."
there to protect, once they
what the problem is with their
For Cloris Leachman it will be a labor of love.
arrive at Churchill Downs.
new cars. Service bulletins and
production line adjustments
have cured some of the balkiness, but owners of 1972 models
are going to have to content
themselves with a car that perhaps does not operate quite as
smoothly as their old car did.
But there is some consolation
in the fact that next year's
models just might run even
worse.

****4*************************

Keep tabs_ on your car's performance. Get your FREE Auto Safety And Maintenance
Chart by sending a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to Motorways, Copley News Service,
in care of this newspaper.
Please allow two weeks for delivery.
• Q. Not too longago Lu1bLa
secondhand motorcycle. It is
used primarily for riding in the
back country and only Occasionally on the open road, so
speeds seldom exceed 40 miles
an hour.
My question is this: what can
I do to improve the pulling power of the cycle? It is a 100 cc
machine and while it runs fine
on level ground, I have to
downshift into second or even
first every time I hit a hill.
- F.G., California
A. From here it looks like you
have two choices, either trade
up to a bigger machine or go to
a different gearing setup. Unless you're just a youngster, a
100 cc bike is probably too
small for you if you plan to do
any serious riding. But if you
are just a weekend "cow trailer," you should consider using
a larger rear sprocket to give
the engine more pulling power.'
If that doesn't do it, you should
consider a trade up to something a bit bigger - say 175 cc.

Q. 1 have been reading articles in your Motorways column
and elsewhere about the socalled "dyno-tune" kits that
give hopped-up performance
for a relatively- low price. I
don't know anything about
souping up cars, but I do know
that my, car is a gutless wonder. Do these kits do as advertised? - C,. F., MassachuSett
A.g:The kits such as you -des&ibe do indeed work. The
factories set up engines to work
well under a wide variety of
conditions. They are set up to
give a minimum of trouble and
quite often the factory settings
are not those that will give optimum performance. Outfits like
Geraghty Products in Los Angeles have taken specifiC engines, set them up on machines
--r thewfflte1l vi1101 Opfunuoi efficiency is achieved. They take
these settings and "build" a kit
for your car that will give the
nd
s.dPifafet
c liundge
r rsenint th
snam
o kietsreia
caerdbuy i
retor jets, distributor springs,
spark plug wires. Performance
increases range from 15 to 50
per cent depending on the mod-
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Jer'the tailored look in our Nardis Collection thats just right. A two
piece
dress- with attached tie and simulated closed top. Custom
tailored of 100
-percent Dacron iv polyester douhleknit in colors of Red with
Navy Tie;
Black with Red Tie: Brown with Gold Tic. Sizes 6 to IS.
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Nixon Suspends Bombing
Of Hanoi-Haiphong Area

Poston ...

SAIGON ( AP) — President
Nixon has suspended U.S. air
attacks on the Hanoi-Haiphong
area to see. if North Vietnam
backs off from its general offensive in South Vietnam, U.S.
military sources reported today.
The thrust of the American

.irdo neightomSnee for
fe.
or George
frOm a 27-

air war returned to the South, miles south of Hanoi,
the Sal- cance couldhe attached.
and U.S. pilots flew more than gon sources said.
The South Vietnamese com1,000 strikes there Monday and
However, Secretary of De- mand meanwhile- claimed that
today.
- ----fense Melvin R. Laird said to- nearly 700 North Vietnamese
Following Sunday's heavy day in Washington there is "no troops were killed in battles on
raids on targets around Hanoi substance" to the report of
at- three fronts Monday with heavy
and Haiphong, Nixon ordered tacks being suspended north of U.S. air support.
--- --all air action suspended above the 20th pitirallel. He said
Sources claimed, that this
air
thv20th_parallel 91 latitude, 60 strikes were continuing-- In fighting....resulted.frum actions_,..
North Vietnam, but did not initiated by the South Vietnamspecify how deep the raids ese.
Officers reported earlier that
were.
GREENUP,Ky.—The Greenup County Park Board said
it will
The Saigon informants said a new threat was developing
move and renovate a cabin believed occupied by
the Daniel only a handful of strikes were north of Saigon, with North
Boone family, although some doubts have been raised
about the flown Monday and today north Vietnamese troops trying to
authenticity of the dwelling.
move toward the key South
The board bought the cabin for $500 from Daniel Boone Bradley of the demilitarized zone and
Vietnamese base at Lai Khe, 30
all
these
of
were
below
the
19th
and says it will dismantle the structure and transfer
it to a
miles north of the capital.
fairgrounds, where it will be exhibited as an examplc of a frontier parallel, 120 miles south of
North Vietnam's chief deleHanoi.
home.
gate to the Paris peace talks
One who questions the origin of the cabin is Mrs.- Evelyn --"The President is delibersaid Monday that If the United
Jackson, as Ashland history buff. She refers to a letter published ately holding off after Sunday's
States
stopped the bombing of
strikes in the Hanoi and Haiin 1872 in an Ironton, Ohio, weekly newspaper which said
the
the North and resumed the
phong areas to see what North
Boone cabin "went the way of all backwoods cabins."
regularly weekly meetings of
Vietnam is going to do," said
the presently suspended talks,
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)—Spot checks are-finding improperly one source. "But further bombNorth Vietnamese Politburo
installed LP liquefied petroleum gas cylinders in all parts of the ing of Hanoi and Haiphong has
member Le Duc Tho would renot been ruled out. It depends
Mayor Holmes Ellis, center, and County Judge.Robert 0. Miller, right,
state, Ed Eviston,the chief Kentucky LP gas inspector,said.
have signed a joint
turn to Paris for more secret
proclamation recognizing April 17 thru 21 as Drug Education week in Calloway
A series of mobile home fires in Hardin County 10 weeks ago on what North Vietnam does."
County. The
negotiations with the AmeriThe
proclamat
sources
said
prompted the state to reinstitute spot checks. The fires were
ion was made to support the programs planned by the Calloway County
the raids on
Council on Drug
cans.
Hanoi and Haiphong were politEducation this week.
found to have been caused by improper installations.
But the chief U.S. delegate in
President Nixon has already recognized the efforts of the local drug council
Officials said complete figures on the number of possibly faulty ical in nature, intended as a
thru a letter to
Paris, Ambassador William J.
Willard Ails, Chairman of the council.
warning to Hanoi to pull back
LP gas installations in the state aren't available yet,
Porter, indicated last week that
The proclamation by_Mityor
its offensive ill South Vietnam.
and J
_
en you -knock a guy
Ellis, Mayor of the City of Murray, and I, Robert 0. Miller, Judge of
, Ky.(AP)—The state parks commissioner has
the County of
turn
the
to
table
until
North
Calloway, being fully aware of the need to plan and implement an effective
suspended work on the planned E.P. Sawyer State Park, but he down," said one source, "you
program of drug
Vietnam called off its military education
in our city.
says the governor's office will announce plans for developing the dbn't want to stomp on him.
Nixon apparently wants to wait offensive.
And Further realizing the tremendous nationwide problem of drug abuse that exists in our coun400-acre site within two weeks.
U.S. fighter-bombers flew 500
try, and further realizing that in order to stem the growing problem of drug
Commissioner Ewart W. Johnson blamed the move on poor and see whether he is going to strikes against
abuse, it is necessary to
enemy positions plan and implemen
t an effective program of drug education for our city and county;
planning by the previous administration, but he did not specify his get up and continue to fight or in South
Vietnam Monday and
We
therefore
walk
officially appoint on this 17 day of April that Monday April 17 thru Friday
objections to plans for the park.
away."
another 500 today, American
April 21
shall be Drug Education Week in Murray.
Military sources said there
military sources reported,
• LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API—The Internal Revenue Service were no signs of any enemy while more
than 50 B52 Stratti•
reported Monday the indictment of a Hopkinsville businessman withdrawals from the battle- fortresses
ranged across the
for -wilfully making and subscribing to a false document," fields to which political signifi- country from near
An Loc, 60
namely his 1966 individual income tax return.
miles north of Saigon, to the
The indictment was returned at Paducah against Sam A.
demilitarized zone.
Adams, 44, who owns the Chesterfield Club in Hopkinsville and
was a one-third interest in a funeral home here.

role as the
e mother of
Dinah,6.

Kentucky Roundup

in years. It
eces of furo distribute
days in the
chauffeur's
he says. "It
id two acres
vorcing her
on friend')
ason on the
nd personal

t of her free
-proclaimed
arious afterelf.
)
ittle change
re offers for

(Continued from Page 1)
'tat work since he wafile
years old beginning as a
laboratory and x-ray technician .
In Fulton, and moving on to
John Gaston Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn., and to
Methodist Hospital in Memphis.
He worked as a researcht,
assistant for the Texas Hospital
Association in San Antonio,
Texas, and did administrative
residency at the Methodist
Hospital in Memphis, Tenn._ .
Poston is a member_ at_
numerous- Professional hospital
organizations, which include
the
American
Hospital
Association, Nominee of the
American College of Hospital
Administrators, Sigma Iota
Epsilon Honorary Management
Fraternity, Secretary' of the
Knoxville
Area
Hospital
Council, and Secretary of the
Blount County Health Planning
Council, and a member of the
Health Careers Committee,
Tennessee Hospital
Association.
He is married and has a
daughter, eight years of age.
His wife graduated from
Murray State University and
formerly taught school in South
Fulton. Term.
Poston is 36 years of age and
his hobbies are hunting, fishing
and golfing.
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Rites Held Today
For Scott Diuguid
Killed In Accident

Your Gun."

Persons. .

GOP Charge
s Falsification
Of Population In Remap Law

Junior Play...
(Continued from rage 1)
Ken Ray Adams, Jerry
Howard, Barbar Howard, Debi
Shinners, Jeanie Jeffrie,
Melissa Gilbert, Nancy Ginn,
and Nancy Spann all played
student roles.
The Middle School stage was
set with five scenes; the school
cafeteria, a classroom, a
teachers' lounge, a telephone
booth, and the front steps of
"Walt Whitman High". Settings
were prepared by Johnny Stott,
Joe Resig, Celia Larson, Paula
Lyons, Patsy Mathis, Kip
Mason, and Dale Chadwick.
Lighting for the production
was done by David Garrison
and Frank Doran. Sound effects
were produced by Bill Farris.
Penny Terhune was prompter
or
Usherettes for the program
were Sandy Johnson, Cheryl
Woodruff, Mary Devine, Karen
Russell, Patsy
Ray, Melia
Lancaster, Mary Kay Oakley,
Denise Rowland, Pam Tucker,
and Teresa Sheeks. ,
Make-up was done by Carol
Brandon, Kathy Rogers, Wanda
Rolfe, .Raylene -Kornis; JulieWhitford Dan Tinsley, Leslie
Bartholomee, ..an
Kathy
Blanchard.
Costuming was planned by
Gail Herndon. Tickets were
arranged and distributed by
Martha Wisehart, with the help
of faculty member Robert
Newcomb. Programs were
designed by Karen Russell.
The play was directed by Mrs.
Mary Beshear, with the
assistance of David Smith.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP )—Arnold Snider, 43, of Louisville, was
FRANKFORT, _Ky-__(AP
courts to..
agairi and ,the Census: Bureau to certify
- --sCoalieued from Page 1)
injured slightly Monday evening in a fiery three-truck collision on
State Republicans awaited a re- emerged last month with a new his figures
U.S. 50 three miles west of Washington, Ind.
or, to confirm this
Funeral services for Scott with illegal possession of sponse from Democratic offi- version.
discovery of vast errors."
Two semi-trailer trucks had collided at a narrow bridge, ex- Diuguid, age
23, were held this marijuana and hashish. In- cials today on their charge that
But Danny Boggs, a former
ploding in flames and killing one driver, Danny Sutton, 21, of morning at ten
"If the Legislative Research
o'clock at the dicted on a two-count bill Democrats falsified many popu- legislative aide to past GOP
Loogootee, Ind. The second driver, Frank Hubbell, 30, Bicknell, chapel of
Commissio
n figures are found
the J H. Churchill charging conspiracy to violate lation figures in approving a
Gov. Louis Nunn,:Said the latInd., was hospitalized.
fraudulent, Ford .. . should exFuneral Home With Dr. Samuel federal I narcotic 'laws and
new
legislative
reapportio
nversion
est
falsifies
population
Snider was treated for minor injuries and released after the R.
Dodson, Jr., and Dr. David possession of heroin were ment bill during the past ses- figures • for -18 or Jefferson plain the. qrcurnstanoes."
third semi, which he drove,struek the wreckage of the other two. C.
Boggs said Ford, as lieutenRoos officiating.
Lawrence Newell and his wife, sion.
County'a 21 statehouse disant overnor was head of th
Mrs Bub.h
-1,ex1Ntrrcrr, otreArl—A candidate for the Republican
,egis ative Research Commis-..
Louisville Monday.slty-the GOP
.-. -It would appear that
nomination to the Sixth District flartgressional seat, Dan Moore, Doran, Arlo Sprunger, Jr., Bob Robert Carl Adcock II.
A hearing date was set for State Central Committee, the someone deliberately prepared sion(LRC when the purportedBay, Craig Carman, Preston
opened his campaign headquarters Monday in Lexington.
April 28 for several motions possibility was held out that a false figures to delude the legis- ly incorrect data first was preMoore, who owns a furniture store in Lexington, pledged to Holland, and Dr. Joe Cartwhich
attorneys for the various taxpayers' suit would be filed lature into believing they were pared.
develop a program of assistance to cities with urban problems. He wright..
"IA. Gov. Julian Carroll, the
Interment was in the Murray members of the group said to void the law if a satisfactOty-'following the law," said Boggs,
said cities are in dire need of assistance from every echelon of
current head of the LRC,
would
be
filed
in
a
few
days.
explanatio
n
Cemetery
is
not
forthcomi
ng. now an assistant to House Miwith
government.
the
A total of 26 persons were
The legislature enacted a re- nority Leader Harold De- should investigate the role of
arrangements by the J. H.
the LRC staff in this matter,"
named in the eighteen in- districting law during a special
Marcus, R-Stanford.
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API—Tom Ward, Democratic candidate Churchill Funeral Home.
Boggs
said. "The particular
dictments
returned
Monday
by
session
Diuguid died Saturday afin 1971, was told by the
for the 6th District Congressional nomination, disclosed his
Gordon Wade, executive di- culprits should be identified so
financa....Monday. and said all office seekers should take similar ternoon at the Parkland the Federal Grand Jury in the
rector of-thestate RepublieansT- -that--the--1 epadtiOILS
Memorial Hospital, Dallas, tS.tcWailua .
steps.
said the organization is vouch- many dedicated LRC staff
Other
cases
included;
Ward said the adjusted gross income on his joint tax return for Texas, after suffering injuries
ing for the data and statements members may be protected."
1971 was $41,705.93. He said the income sources "were salary, in a one car accident at one a.m Heinrich Gerd Schmidt who
made by Boggs.
Boggs also said Senate Mapleaded
guilty
to
a
charge
of
on
Saturday.
He was an -infarm income, stock dividends, rent and interest."
Boggs said he uncovered the jority Leader Dee Huddleston,
possession
of
heroin
and
given
a
Ward said, ''no sources of income and no assets are such as to dustrial engineer for the Texas
numerous discrepancies by D-Elizabethtown, "should excause me to have any vested interest which would prevent my Instruments, Inc., Dallas, one year prison sentence by
comparing the official version plain his role in this deception.
Judge
Charles
M.
Allen;
Harry
Texas.
fully serving the public interest."
of district populations against In short, we need to know who
Graves County
The former Murray man was W. Hicks of
precinct maps and official U.S. lied to the legislature and
LOLTISVILIfE, Ky. API—Bradley Dillon of Louisville was a 1966 graduate of Murray High fined $200 after pleading guilty
Boy Scout Troop 77 camped Census figures for 1970.
why."
to
a
charge
of
transporti
ng
sworn in Monday as th first voting student member of the School and received his degree
and hiked at the Windy Hollow
"I
challenge
Gov.
Ford
to
ask
Ford's press secretary,
cattle
interstate without license Recreation Area, a few
from Auburn University,
University of Louisville Board of Trustees.
miles
Thomas Preston, said the govor
shipping
permit;
Jack
Auburn,
Dillon, a junior at the university, will begin voting in June when
Ala., in 1971. He was a
north of Calhoun, this past
ernor, -would have no commember of the First United Theodore McKnight pleaded weekend.
a state law granting faculty and student votes takes effect. His
ment at this time." on the
guilty to two counts of cutting or
Methodist Church, Murray.
appointment as a trustee came through his recent election as
In the early part of this
GOP's charges, and Republican
damaging
trees
on
governmen
t
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
president of the U of L Student Senate.
century Windy Hollow was a
and Democratic members of a
and Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid, 803 land and was fined $200; David thriving coal mining comlegislative committee that drew
Sharpe Street, Murray; two Richard Miles of Carlisle munity operated by the Miller
up the figures said they were
sisters, Mrs. Davit' (Jeanie) County and Miss Mildred D. Coal Company. One of the
(Continued from Page 1)
unaware
of any question about
McKee of Lexington and Miss Mills of Mayfield each pleaded highlights of the twenty mile
There was no danger to the
the figures validity.
guilty
to
a
joint
indictmen
t
Nancy
Diuguid, 803 Sharpe
trail was a visit to the Country
NEW YORK ( AP)—Ed McMahon, the television personality
The Republicans did not say astronauts. The command ship
charging them with interstate Store and
museum which
and Johnny Carson's sidekick on NBC's "Tonight" show, has left Street, Mlirray; paternal
The horticulture classes of they would challenge the legis- has a backup guidance system
grandmother, Mrs. Ruth transportation of a fraudulent supplied all the miners and Calloway County High School lative
his wife of 27 years.
redistricting bill as the that would get them home. If
security; Homer A. Parks of families with
their everyday under the supervision of congressional version has been there were a primary failure,
A spokesman for Mrs. McMahon on Monday described her as Filbeck, 602 Main Street,
Murray; one aunt, Mrs. B. D. McKenzie, Tenn., pleaded living needs. The hikers saw Carmen Parks, horticulture challenged
"devastated" and the couple's four children as "very hurt."
the moon landing would be
in federal court.
Hall, 1210 Dogwood Drive, guilty to each count of a five many lakes, old strip mine pits, teacher, observed National
The spokesman said McMahon has decided to live alone in
Boggs said the figures given canceled.
count
indictmen
t charging him and a lot of land reclaimed with
Murray.
California when Carson moves his late night talk show from New
Arbor Day, April
10, by to the legislature, which he said
-Misson Control evaluated the
with violations of the federal pine forests.
York to Burbank next month.
planting. tree seedlings. The were off by as much as 53 per trouble and sent a series of
fire arms control act; Brown
Senior Patrol Leader Mark seedlings will later be tran- cent from the ideal
Sources close to the family said McMahon had told his wife
population commands which Mattingly fed
Adams pleaded not guilty to an Thurman remarked
that with splanted to various areas in and of 32,193, people per district, into the computer while John
Alyce that he was "trapped by success" and, as a result, was
indictment charging firearm the combined difficultie
s of the around Murray.
never at home anyway.
"could have been arrived -at W. Young and Charles M. Duke
law violations; summons issued steady
rain and natural
The spokesman said McMahon has hired a lawyer to arrange a
The 1-00th anniversary of only by process od deliberate Jr. Monitored systems. The acfor Samuel A. Adams, Jr.. to ruggedness
. of landscape the Arbor Day was observed April fraud."
separation but Mrs. McMahon hadn't sought legal counsel. yet.
tion realigned the platform and
appear April 24 when he failed Windy
Hollow Trail wa-s 10th by every state in the Union
McMahon has no comment.
Mattingly verified it was okay
to answer a call Monday who perhaps the
most challenging except Alaska and by several
Elvis Trimble, 87, of Hardin, was
by taking a series of optical
indicted
on
charge
oft,
a
hike
the troop had made.
WASHINGTON ( AP )—First Lady Pat Nixon has held an open died at 5:30 a.m. Monday at the
foreign countries as well.
sightings on the earth, moon,
Eagle scout Robert Unhouse for ,the Daughters of the American Revolution, shaking Benton Hospital. He was a suscribing a false income tax
This year students in at least
sun and several stars
return; Jackie Baldwin of derwood was
(Continued from Page 1)
selected for the 500 schools in the 125 Tennessee
some 1,700 hands for more than two hours.
retired farmer and a member of
The alert light flashed about
Nortonvill
e
failed
appear
to
and
"Best Camper" award because Valley watershed counties will taught vocational agriculture 3730 a.m., FAST,
Monday's gathering was the third year in a row Mrs. Nixon held Hardin church of Christ.
when Apollo 16
his $5,000 bond was ordered of his hiking durability
the gathering at the White House for the DAR,which is holding its
and his be helping commemorate this and was supervising teacher 'of was about 158,000 miles from
He is survived by his wife,
forfeited
and
a
warrant_
bench
wet
weather camping abilities. centennial.
annual continental congress at Constitution Hall.
biology and general science at
Mrs. Cartha Trimble;
earth and about 82,000 miles
two was issued for Baldwin who was
During
the camp out adAt least one member suffered a fainting spell while waiting to daughters, Mrs. Cecil Lovett of
Arbor Day kits were ordered University High School,
from the moon. Forty-five mincharged
with violating the vancement was made in hiking. from the Forestry Division
meet the First Lady. The White House refused to disclose her Benton Route Four, and Mrs.
In 1958, he was recogniied-by utes later, Mission Control told
of
federal firearms law; Coleman cooking, trailing, lashing and
name "because it might embarrass her frightfully."
the Tennessee Valley Authority: the Ford Foundation as one of the astronauts: "It looks okay
Robert Mirnms of Benton Route
Harper Bell pleaded not g,uilty conservation. LONDON ( API—The Fart of Harewood, cousin of Queen One; one sister, Mrs. Don
The kits included books and- the -24 outstanding teachers- -in down here: looks like:you can
--Othet scouts participating in pamphlets designed to promote the nation. He also is the im- go to bed and get
Elizabeth 11, has been named managing director of Sadlers Wells Nelson of Benton Route Eight; to a charge of robbing a
eight hours
Wickliffe bank and firarnis the campout were Brad Bcrone. understand
Opera in London.
ing and appreciation mediate past president of the sleep."
one brother, Lofton Trimble of law
violations; Jerry Grimes Jim Jennings, Rustç Moore, for the nature, beauty,
Sadlers Wells is London's popular opera, with performances Metropolis, Ill.; four grandand Association of Kentucky College
Just hours earlier, Young and
pleaded guilty to a charge of Bryan Warner, Claude Johnson, value
which traditionally are given in English.
of trees, shrubs and other and University Personnel for Duke transferred through a
children, James Louis Lovett of
possession
of
an illegal weapon, Bryan Edens, Ernie Dodd, Kent vegetation.
The 49-year-old earl, appointed Monday, previously has held
Admissions
and
School tunnel to the lunar lander Orion
Benton Route Four, Joe Boyd
)obs as a director of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, and Mirnms of Benton Route One, William Patterson pleaded not Harmon, Donnie Henry, Kelly
Participation in the Arbor .Relations.
and after a two-hour inspection
guilty to a charge of unlawful Seales, Bill Wilson, Johnny Day activities
artistic director of the Edinburgh International Festival.
Ile holds a B.S. degree from rated it in "super" shape even
provides many
Mrs. Patsy Redden of Benton
possession of unregistered McN-utt,--Kevin-- --Geurin, rewarding experienc
es.for the Marray -Mate, --anct-Ttn-i855
• Route One, and Mrs_ Dtana
though- apparatitty defective
TOKYO (AP)—Emperor Hirohito has canceled a trip to Dean of Norfolk, Va.; eight. -firearms t'cased!George David Charlie
Mike students in an environmental received his master's degree paint was flaking off the landBazzell,
Tubbs,
charged with
con- _Alexander, Mark Thurman study area.
Okinawa on May 15 where ceremonies will be held marking the great grandchildren.
from the University of Ken- ing craft like dried skin.
.
veying bomb threats over the Scott Thurman, Barry Wells,
island's return to Japan by the United States.
Annual observation of Arbor tucky. Mrs. Eldridge is the
Funeral
They declared it was ready to
services
are telephone, was continued to
Joey Grasty, Chris Cropper. Day is maintained in .the in- former Kate Houston of transport them to a landing
Sources Said the decision was linked to security fears.
scheduled at one p.m. Wedin
April
27 to perrnit him to un- Greg Fox, and Tim Page.
Hirohito, 70, however, will attend a similar ceremony in Tokyo nesday at Filbeck and
terest of beautification and Calloway County, and they are the moon's mountains on
Cann dergo psychiatri examinati
on:
c
Adults
the same day,
supporting the outing preserving our nations forest th parents of two children: Dr. Thursday.
Funeral Chapel, Benton: Connie
George Lloyd Blood's case who were ,Bill .Platzer, Billy Thur- supply.
The government recommended last December that Hirohito Wyatt will officiate and
Charles _Eldridge, a resident
Apollo 16 continued to streak
•
burial pleaded not
guilty to a charge of man, and Fred Wells..
make the triP to Okinawa for a tree-planting ceremony marking
Citizens are urged to par- doctor at the Baylor University deeper into space on a perfect
will be in Pace Cemetery at
making
false
statement
a
to
s
the occasion. But sources said the government decided against Hardin.
Troop 77 meets earls'Monday ticipate in. supporting - the Medical Cotnplex, at Houston
firearrns dealer was.lavc.dto
viria purpose 1—or Liit*ftlaw
_lin, trip„Monday after learning -that-__znattp-Okinawan' as*.
permit .psychiatitc Christian church, North 5th planting
displeased with terms of the Okinawa reversion agreement.
trees of their man at Murray State Univer- course with a brief engine firfuneral home
examination.
Street.
preference
sity.
ing Monday.

SOi[Troop 77
Has Campout At
Windy Hollow

4+
4+
4+

Calloway County
High Observes
100th Arbor Day

People In The News

4+

Apollo . . .

Elvis Trimble
Dies Monday

4+
4+
4+

Eldridge...

4+
4+
4+
4+

4+
4+
4+
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Spring Color In The Land Between The Lakes Area

GOLDEN POND, KEN- and many of the bak country miles through the heart
of Land
TUCKY*--Spring has slashed drives in TVA's big outdoor BetWeen the Lakes, bedecke
is
d
her _ beautitia_ pastel brushes recreation area. The--heavily - -right and-left with redbud
and
along the wooded hills and wbodid
iiü1a has
- dogwood along many -stretches
roadsides overlooking Ken- than 300 miles of back country of the blacktop road..
Other
tucky Lake and Lake Barkley in trails and drives to explore, blacktop_ drives that
prov*
Lend- -Between - the -Lakes. =fly O Whieb- iiind their Way color are Silver Trail
and
Dogwood,- redbud, and a along the deep, quiet coves of Mulberry Fla Roads borderin
g
colorful array of wildflowers Kentucky Lake and Lake the Conservation Educati
on
are bursting into bloom along Barkley.
Center; the Old Ferry Road
The Trace (Ky. 453-Tenn. 49)
-The Trace, which travels 45 (formerly Ky. 58) that leads

east off The Trace and runs into
the Eddyville Ferry and
-fiuttawatanding areas, or west
-off--The'- Trace into the BY=
mingham Ferry and Yale Lake
ACCeSS: Areas; and the Blue
Spring-Fort Henry Road that
turns west off The Trace at the
Piney Campground turnoff and
winds along the Bear -CreekPanther Bay bottoms exiting

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday Evening *

CH. 5
CH.4
CH. 3
WLAC
WSM
WSIL
News
e:30
6:30
Jeopardy
6:SMod-Squad
• -4430 Special.- --LA-Hawaii 5-0
_7: 'Movie
9:
Welby, M.D.. :30 Nichols - -91"JtrCannon
910 Woods-Waters
9:30 Special
10:00 News
10:00-News
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
10:30 P.-Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Movie

8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 Am. Rel.
10:30 Bewtiched
1 1 :00 Password
11:30 Split-Second
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds '
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
'3:30 Matinee
5:00 Space
600 News
6:30 SotsChallenge
7:00 Ed's-Father
7:30 Smith-Fam.
....
8:00 Comedy
8:30 Persuaders
930 Anderson
10:00 News
10:30 Dick•Cavett

CH. 6
WPSO
6 30 Jeopardy
7j30 Spectal
8:30-Nichols
9 30 Dragnet
1000 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. II
WSIX
6:30 Special
.7•130 Movie
9:00 Welby,
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Cavett

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Special
1:30 140V4iii 5-0
8:30 Cannon
9:30 TBA,
10:00 News •
10:30 Movie
12:00 News

CH. 39.
WOK/
6:00 Movie
ie
7-:37--allowS----------•
730 Theater 29 _ _ ,
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Croat. Foot.
10:30 Movie

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *

6:00 mor. Show 5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
7:00 Today
6:00 News
9:00 Dinah
9:00 Dinah
AM
4:30 N'Ville
9:30 Concent.
Korn... 10:00 Sale
9130 Corscen_ ....LIS Kitc.
Cen.
10:00 Sale-Cen. 0:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:00 Jeopardy 9:30 T or C
11:30'Who-WRat11:30 Who-What. 10:00 Fam. Affair
11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life 12:001
12:00 Noon
Child-Me1:00 Our Lives
11:00 Heart Is
Too
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
12:30 News
12:00 Singing Con. 12:45 Pastor
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
19:25 News
1:00 Our Lives
Bunny
3:00 Bugs
12:30 World Tiirns 1:30 Doctors
3:15 Movie
1:00 Love Is
2:00 Another
1:30 Guiding Light World
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
2:00 Secret Storm 2:30'Peyton Pl.
4:00 News
2:30 Edge of Night 3:00 Somerset
6:30 Dragnet
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 3:30 Calendar
7:00 Adam 12
3:30 Gilligan
3:35 Popeye
7:30 Movie
4:00 Movie
4:00 Gilligan
e:ooNightoarierif 5:25 News
4:30 Dan Boone
10:00 News
6:00 News
5:30 News
10:30 Tonight
6:30 Survival
6:00 News
7:00 Lot-of-Love
6:30 Nash. Music
8:00 Med. Cent.
7:00 Adam-12
.......„_,____,,„_,,..--,..—,•,.. .., .- --er00
,
16tanistx -----Ti-381.W4e
1
'
-'
- --10:00 News
9:00 Gallery
10:30 Mason
10:00 News
11:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight

6:30 Bozo
8:00 Romper-Rm.
8:30 Movie
10:90 MeV. Game
10:30 Bewitched
11:00 Password
11:30 Barbara
11:45 Sewing
12:00 My Children
12:30' Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.
Hosp.
2:30 One Life
.
3:00 Password
3:30 Love Am.
4:00 Jeannie
4:30 Green Acres
5:00 News
''
6:00 Griffith'
6:30 Make-Deal
7:00 Movie
9:00 Smith-Fam.
9:30 Comedy-Hr.
10:00
Cha
rral
fIXF
11:30 Dick-Cavett

9:00 Psychiatrist
6:00 Sunrise
6:30 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
700 News
AO -Kangaroo - ---tuas The Answer
11:50.,Sewing
900 Lucy
12:00 Gourmet
9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Fans. Affair 12:30 '3 on a Match
1:00 News
10:30 Love-Lite
1100 Where Heart 1:03 Movie Game
11:25 News
1:30 Movie
11 :3Cr Search
3:00 Munsters
12:00 Farm
Pic- 3:30 Fury
12:05 News
4:00 Bozo
12:30 World Turns 5100 Superman
1:00 Love
many 5:30 McHales
1:30 Guiding Light 5:57 News
Storm
Secret
2:00
6:00 Club Express
2:30 Edge
Night 6:30 Theatre-29
Pyle C:30 Monroes
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Jeff's
Collie 9:30 Creat.
Feat,
4:00 The
Big 10:00 News
Valley
10:30 Theatre
5:00 Hazel
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 4cZn
17
;
ir
fOr
8:00 Med. Cent. 900 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

Hospital Report

just two miles south of Piney on
U. S. Highway 79 in Tennessee.
Graveled roads and trails are
almost too numerousto mention
but some of the most scenic and
easiest to find lead directly
from The Trace. Among these
are the Old Ginger Creek Road
that turns west at the buffalo
range and then south along the
Kentucky Lake embayments of
Ginger . Clay, Byrd, Hughes.____
--and Panther before connecting
with the Blue 'Spring-Fort A SCREAMING EAGLE
behind, in fact directly behind
Henry Road; the road which
"I was pushed." At the urging her, followed screaming like an
turns east from the Great of Colonel George P. McLen- eagle through the air.
Western Iron Furnance at don,CoMmanding Officer of the
One mission of the conference
"NroffeTand then soulVadig1W-1iS: AMY-rani-TrecraliTh8-was tX, get,the recruiter-back to
Lake Barkley embayments of Distriet, headquartered in the Army Post, to let him ,see
Crockett and Neville, or north
Atlanta, Georgia, Captain the new Modern Volunteer
the Pryor, Ford,and Lick Judity Welker, Women's Army Army in action, and to witness
Creek embayments;. and the Corps Recruiting Officer," the Army's Unit of Choice
Woodson Chapel Road that IninPed a long way" from a 34- program of which the -101st
turns east near the intersection foot jump tower at the 101st Airborne Division is a part.
of the Old Ferry Road (Ky. 58) , Airborne School at Fort Captain Welker was a volunteer
and The-Traoe.-—CarnPbell,"KV-and by choice, but in the
There are scores of other seen
As part of the Nashville :tradition of the Old Army. "I
drives that _Dravida visitnrs _ ..11c93.4.104. Main Station _
was pushed:"
tbe opportunity to enjoy the eut- Conference held at Fort
If you are interested in
of-doors in a quiet setting. And Campbell, March 9-11, the becoming a part of the 101st
for those who prefer to do theres
delegation
lewas treated to
their - pectac
Airborne Eivision, contact',"o
nature observing afoot
flying
as an th
i s- Sergeant Jerry Work at the
are several trails in and around trodiktion to the "Screaming Shopping Plaza in MaAeld, or
the Conservation Education Eagles,. the 101st Airborne call 247-4525 (Collect) for an
Center that range from ice mile
appointrcigaj„._
,
to 17 miles in length. Maps,trail pu
tingwo
ans thfeunfati
'
'
tIt
gtti
:ues,
.nrdy
gea
t ,
JOBS FOR-iiETEliANS
guides, and other brochures are
getting
The U.S. Army will soon otter
aestiable-af-the•Laad-Betweed-- instrnettrink;
thi a special six-week course in
the Lakes information office on tower. Then I stepped out and hotel-motel-restaurant
U. S. Highway 68 at Golden looked down. It was a long long management for returnin
g
Pond and at Center Station in way. •woeld never...lwas Vietnam veterans as part
of its
Center.

April 13, 1972
Adults 103
_
VURSERY
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patricia Morris and
IfiaV-Ml,Rt. 5, Ben,Mrs.
Sharon Rose Phillips and Baby
Boy, Rt, 3, Mttrray.
DISMLSSAIS
Master Ronnie Hays Hooks,
312 N. 6th, Murray, Mrs. Ruth'N. __
Wils
-,
-306 P, Mirray, ;
W.D. McClain, Rt. 1 Box 80,
Farmington, Miss Teresa Lou
Kimbro, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. t
Zella Wilson McNutt, 526 S. 7
,
S. FiCh once
Askew Balentine, Rt. 3,
Murray, Robert Doyle Brown,
409 N. Washington, Clinton,
James Robert Gough, 1607
Sunset, Murray,' Weldon
Paschall West, Rt. 7, Murray, z
Mrs. Emma Nell Morris, Rt. 1,
Dexter, _Itirk.--Marcia Carol ,
Morris and Baby •Boy, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Camille Spiftan
and Baby Boy, 203 Williapts 4,„
Ave., Murray, Mrs. Brenda
4wse,N;rerts and Baby Girl,/
Rt. 4, Murray, Theodore,
Wheeler O'Bryan, Rt.5, Benton,',
William Barnett Sledd, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Novella Hendricks Hurt, (expired), Rt. 3,
Puryear, Tenn.

-

ATTENT:
water ban]

Phone 75
Bogard

Delivered
Murray.
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Naming Of Martian
Features Creates
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April 14, 1972
ADULTS 102
NURSERY 6

Baby Boy Parker (Judy
Monterey Peninsula College in
California,'in full cooperation' Faye), Route I, Hazel, Baby '
with the American Hotel and Boy, Smotherman (Mary'_
Motel Association(AHMA), will Linda), 1633 Catalina, Murray.
DISMISSALS •
conduct the claqqes for the
1,
1 -%‘11. IS
I'M 60IN6 OVER
THE lONOLi TNIN6 (L)A5 REALLY
Mrs. Cora Maybell Story, 821
Army
at
Fort
Ord,
Californi
Ti4AT'5
NO
a.
KITTEN.
THAT'
5A
I)OL1R NE16+460R5,
Mq MISTAKE, CHARLIE BROWN .t(Ou
Those in the program will at- Hurt Dr., Murray, Master.
THOUSAND-POUND 6ULL4 CAT!!
AND APOLO6iZE FOR
STALe HERE .. I'LL 60 OVER, AND
tend classes at Fort Ord for 40 Jeffery Craig Foy, Box- 114, ,
_ 4W:0P? ATTACKIN6
EXPLAIN TO 'THEM WHAT HAPPENED
hours each- week before being Lynville, Mrs. Nancy earolyn
THEIR KITTEN..
separated from active duty. Fox,Dexter, Mrs. Avanell Fain,
Upon completion of the six- 1210 Peggy Ann, Murray, Miss
week cycle, each graduate will Melinda Lea Nixon, 2108 Hester -1
receive a'certificate from AN- Hall msv, Mrs. Audrey Jean
_
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
MA, -attesting that he has Hurt, 1708 Calloway.; Murray,
troversuil.
So sensitive is the task of namAlthough Mariner 9 has taken received training approved by Mrs. Lanett Townsend, 410
ing the thousands of newly din' 'over 7,000
detailed pictures, the association. The certificate South 10th, Mayfield, Mrs.-BLONDIE
covered Martian mountains, mappy4
85 per ceat__ef . the will be valuable in apolyipx for Vicki Lynn C,anady, 1105 South
teaus,-craters and other top- - planet, the
I LL TELL Y01.5 SOMETS-IING
Soviet Union has work,since most motels, hotels; 16th, MurraY,
ALL. OE A SUDDEN
BOY :1.4 STARVED!
°graphical features that U.& -two spacecra
'7 PNNY
U
ABOUTfr ArTrOt.
i'm MT
DO 14UAJr.t.i;Ve
$.....rakr's GOOD r4 ci-eci(ehi
ft also orbiting and restaurants are members Dunning, -Route, 1, Pur)ear,
-.L.2:
10u vE EATEN...7r1
scientists are looking to the Mars. They've
ANY PAOR!)
Tenn., Michael Freeland, 306
STEW
TODAY?
released only a of the association.
Greeks and Romans for help.
South 16th, Murray, Mrs.
DomEsnc Acnoks.
handful
of
surface
pictures
,
but
I
There are international rival- the Russian have
Army
National Guard Beulan Myrtle Robinson, Ronk
s
an equal say
ries, personal jealousies, in- so in picking
medical
teams
from Fort Dix, 1, Puryear, Tenn., Mi%. Eula
names, most
stitutional pride.and -the early- scientists feel.
New Jersey, recently visited .Pearl Lassiter, 204 East
hurt feelings of hundreds of exThe Internattonal Astrono- small co
unities in the rin-- Poplar, Murray, Licurious
perts around the world who've
Claude Kern ,, Route 7 Murra
terior of
a TTT I pene ating I
officially naming features on_A_ n to uti ize the President's
mystery that has surrounded both the moon and Mars.
But It Total Force Concept for MItyfield.
Mars.
; won't ,consider proposed Mar- military participation in
The,probiern_arose_last_No_tian names .until next year. Domestic Action
programs. The
vember when Mariner 9 began Meanwhile, maps
are being operation, dubbed "Operation
beaming back data from the prepared and hundred
s of sci- Coqui," concentrated on four
red planet.
THE PHANTOM
entists will use them in study- locations selected by the Puerto
Names of living persons are ing Mariner
9 pictures and Rican Government's Com/00,Goo 70 504000 TONS- A5
definitel
CARRY/NS Oa 7HROUGN WARM
y - out, said Harold data. Feature
[ARSE AS A DOZEN F0078.441 7,E1OS
ess that will figure mission on Isolated ComSOUTHERN WA 71.4'S 70 THE
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)-A 90Masursky of the U.S. Geologi- prominently
FURNACES OF EUROPE.
in the studies must munities and featured day-long
clinics
*
that
ashave
tiaras
to speed SeholaiT.
Y
Le, THAT A COPTER
__ )
semble Mariner 9 photographs communications
tOOK5
treatment to people who go for her daughter were killed IllnRE?
.
LIKE IT.
day in
,fir_e and explosion
into the first detailed maps of
So Masursky and his group years without-receiving proper
which destroyed their home.
Mars. The work is under way
dental
and
medical
care. Some
Authorities said Mrs. Richard .
here at the Jet Propulsion I ab- are using "informal" names weeks prior to the operation, the
oratory of the California In- they hope won't be con- Puerto Rican Government Bittke died about 45 minutes •
troversial and will readily gain
stitute of Technology.
began a massive visiting and after the early morning fire,
"Naming features after living IAU approval.
word-of-mouth campaign to and her daughter, Mrs. Grace.'"
persons would encourage such
Mars is being divided into 30 insure attendance at the clinics Klein, died an hour later.
Authorities said the explosion
a big fight that most of those so segments or "provinces." Cra- by the ordinarily shy and
apparently was caused by gas.
honored might not survive it," ters in each province will be superstitous mountain
I THINK 50.
people.
LET'S HAVE A
Masursky said with a laugh.
given number and letter names
180 DAY DELAYED
CLOSER LOOK
"People just don't like to and the province named after ENLISTMENT PROGRAM
BEATLE BAILEY
name things after living per- some major feature known
For information on- how you
sons because it always works through past telescope study of can enlist in the Modern
OSZVE
out badly."
HEY!
Mars.
Volunteer Army and be delayed
YOURSELF!
Naming 100 prominent MarOther features are being for 180 days, contact your Army
I'LL NEVER
tian features. after 100 promi- named in Latin and Greek. The Representative, Sergeant Jerry
FINIONMY
WA•16, TO
nent, but dead, scientists who scientists hope using the classi- Work,at the Shopping Plaza,
600K
in
EEVE
— Au. TWEE
studied Mars is under consider- cial languages will reduce na- Mayfield, or call 247-4525
NA4tal"
latTERMOM0145!
ation, but even that is con- tional rivalry.
(Collect) for an appointment.
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AGE NINE

al Report

ADMISSIONS
ricia Morrls and
V,-BeslIIrs.
Phillips and Baby
Wray.
AUSSALS
nnie Hays Hoolm;
urray, Mrs. Ruth'
I. Kne; Miar
ray",-;
m, Rt. 1 Box 80„'
Miss Teresa Lou I
4, Murray, Mrs. t
MeNett, 526 S. 7 k
, Mrs. Flurauce
lentine, Rt. 3, i
I rt Doyle Brown,
ington, Clinton, ;
ert Gough, 1607
urray, Weldon
t, Rt. 7, Murray,
Nell Morris, Rt. 1, !
.-Marcia Carol ,
by - Boy, Rt. 3, !
Camille Spillman
Y, 203 Wilhains to%
ay, Mrs. Brenda
and Baby Girl,
)
rray, Theodore ,
an, Rt. 5, Benton,
rnett Sledd, RI 2,'"„',
. Novella Hen(expired), Rt. 3,
n.

NOTICE

•

1.911 .DATS1114. 9407-Saver, 9
Lake speed, AC tape, FM stereo, Mag
Ridge
in ! Center
Development. Located on large wheels, 9,000 miles. Phone 753A24C
wooded lot with lots of privacy. 9240.
cons°n-thTlarge jake
Wi hasIN ba
CabinCAB
bination kitcken-living area, 68 CORVETTE, Blue with white
enclosed front porch, running top. 350 engine 4 speed. Call 753water, electricity and partially 5767$2500110:
Al8P
furnished. Will sell for 62750.00.
Phone 436-2448 for in- .
FOR RENT
foripPion.
„.

Hawaii, Japan, Europeand the U.S.-GOing-plaCes
tioesret-eivir-mearrtravel. ft also means professional advancement, with such benefits as:
•great working _conditions and challenging__
work
•good pay with frequent increases
• recognition and the chance for promotion
•advanced training with wonderful people
Join the Air Force Nurse Corps and help care for
your country while you go places. Contact your
._Air Force Recruiter Call
SW,BOBBY E. HATFIELD
5824424428
annummit•look

Gino

ATTENTION: WHITE ColdAUCTION SALE
water bank gravel,$6.00 per load.
AUCTION
SATURDAY, April 22
Phone 753-5343 or see Rudell
the Jack Blackwell
at
a.m.
,I1)
Avenue.
Mitler
.1634
Bogard
Farm across from the Oaks
Delivered anywhere in
Country43hilik.1-mi1es --West of •1972 0, Unibld InIonan 3,cancale. Inc
-A
Murray.
Murray.
Will sell lots of good items of 'WHAT IS IT TONIGHT
EXPERT SEWING
furniture, lots of unusual and A
MACHINE SERVICE
CONGRESSIONAL
antique items, naugahyde cod-eh
We
ALkAr iver •-•
alit!
ount Sewing &
T.V. and radios, very nice and
Stereo Center expensive stereo record player,
HELP WANTED
aid, Ky.
492-8812
A.M.-F.M. Radio console, upright.
deep freeze, double and bunk
.HIGHWAY 641: Pet Shop. Fish beds, child's antique desk, large
and supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny oak office desk, bar cabinet,
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter, walnut night stand, bar-b-q.grill,
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 1' miles other desk and chair, chest of
North of Murray, Kentucky, drawers. There will be lots of
phone 753-1862 or 753-9457. April other furniture, such as heaters•
•
24C
and fans.
There will be tables filled with•
brica bracs, glass crystal,
•
HOM ELITE SAWS
candlestick holders, extra 91d•
Waldrop Saw &
and nice red wine set, Austrian
•
wine cooler set, lots of china,
Lock Shop
what- Pots, wall- tapestryr-S. 7th
handmade ceramics. Lots of art•
work of all kinds, antique•
ELE.7TROLUX SALES & Ser. bridle bits, chest with marble top,
•
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M. kettles, collection of paper - back
•
Far382-2468,
phone
cars,
toy
Sanders,
books, 2 small bicytles,
TFC lots of other toys and sporting
mington, Kentucky.
goods;golf dubs',12 go. gun,shell
Central Shopping
reloader, old victrola, lots of old

FOR SALE

INE SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

114--LAKEWAY Shores, two iser MGB, EXCELLENT conpaneled dition. Has been taken care of.
house,
bedroom
basement. $15,500.00. Phone 436- Phone 753-8900 between 9:00 and
A24P
A25C 10:00p.m.
5331.

-The Air Foiece is for Nurs7n
(
who want to go places.

mom

FOR THEAcyzoN
YOU WANT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE
Another View

'4%
\

TUESDAY-APRIL 18, 1972

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

BUY THE BEST!!.. .

TV TOWERS
ROHN
DOUBLE-IPPPE1Y-OALVANIZEDHeavy Duty Rotas s29.95 with sale of tower
- CHECK OUR PRICES -

TV Service Center
CENTRAL Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
NEED ROOM For the Kids to apartment, . close to campus. FENCE SALE at Sears. Call Twocg Radios. phone 492.
•Afgc 7
Wimp? Theycan,both inside and Phone 753-6564 for- farther- • Sears forall youi- fenCing needs. sm.
Outside in , either of these three formation.
TFC Chain link-Redwood and Farm
houses. *Call for details. John
Fences. Now on sale. Evert TWO BEDROOM 12'x61' trailer,
lby.1E2.xcellent condition.
Randolph Realty & Auction Co. DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room, installation available. Call Larry
), lc 1968_onseh.753.68
A22C
753-8382.
ma
753estimate,
free
for
air,
Lyles
Al9C
bath, central heat and
Ph
arpet throughout, eidet large 2310.
25'2 ACRES OF land, with two
ter bedroom, range. Days
CLEAN RUGS.like netv.so easy.
mile-South
Of
-one
garage,
car
753-36-1E or 753-6202 alter Igrr ICTEDALLWN-RCITIT' to do with Blue Lustre. Rent .;
phone
-1
48
4
TFC home, 12'365', located on High- electric shampooer $1. Big K,
Kingswood Subdivision. Phone 5:00p.m.
• way 641 South. Will include air- Beiaire shopping Center.
A22P
753-8867.
A22C
THE MARKET,
and TV antetum.
FIFTY ACRES of land for rent conditioner„OA,'
11
70 ACRES OF Priine Develo
-_
-•s
THE YOUTH SHOP
•
RI
S
opeity
n
•
,354-8569, 3544138 or 354Ha
o
504 MAIN
and-or 8161 after 6:00 p.m.
Commercial
For
A18C1 TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. s
:11
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wih
Residential. John Randolph
HELP WANTED
O' SWIMWEAR
BRICK, THREE bedroom, un- finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
••
Realty & Auction-Co. 753•t
full month.Call 753-6202 or 753•
dwelling,
PRICE IS RIGHT
A22C furnished
•
basement. One mile on Mayfield 3648.
TFC
Phone 753-1299. A18P
'
•
SEE to appreciate Highway.
im.MUST
AKC REGISTERED brown male EXCELLENT, efficient,
w Beautiful 3 bedroom brick home,
miniature .Poodle. Five months pronomiral Blue-Lustre carpet
Addition; -2
AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Two old.. Has had all shots, and cleanir. Rent electric shampooer
•central heat and air, carpeting, bedroom apartment, central air dewormed. Good with children. $1. Begley Drug Store. Central
de built-in stove and,,dishwasher, conditioning. Wall to wall carpet. Phone 753-9263.
A22C
A20C Shopping Center.
v formal - dining room, terraced.
l'h
Bestlocation. Phone 75311", patio,2 car garage, large storage
May 10C BABY CLOTHES, all kinds, BELTONE FACTORY freshA.
-"`".
4331.
A28C
W area.14411 753-9556.
batteries for all make
ladies ceats, dresses, skirts, etc. hearitfk aid
• hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A19C
pictures,
painted
hand
Also
THREE ROOM apartment, one
•LAKE AREA Property - Cornlarims. and other items.
Joan door from campus. Couple dishes,
Residential
&
.111ercial
•
-10af-rmil7-Aeross from Btinny Bread on
pre(erred7AiradabIe
Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
FAB-N-TRIM
Al8C
Concord Road.
-•
For information phone/53314 Main
•753-8382.
A22C 3264.'
. TFC
Tues.-Wed. Only

trstE5

COMMITTEE,

„
Parker (Judy
• 1, Hazel, Baby_,
herman (Mary• talina, Murray.
ISSALS •
aybell Story, 821
urray, Master
Foy, Box 114,
Nancy Carolyn
rs. Avaeell Fain,
, Murray, Miss
ixon, 2108 Hester
S. Audrey Jean
noway .-, Murray,
Townsend, 410
• yfield, Mrs.
• dy, 1105 South
Mrs.'Pegieal
, 1, Puryear,
•1 Freeland, 306
Murray, Mrs.
Robinson, Roii4p
enn., ME. Eula
er, 204 East
ray, Licurgous
Route 7 Murat #•

••••••••••••••••••••4'

WANTED

FULL TIME
SHELF STOCKERS

207

Apply In Person

•

•

ere killed
and explosion
their home.
id Mrs. Richard .
ut 45 minutes
morning fire,
, Mrs. Grace-7
hour later.
Id the explosion
caused by gas.

illage
sed By
risons
•

SO foot Tower, Installed vv1th
B,c) Jack Antenna $14995

4 Baskets Notions
Values to ;1.25 Now 25'
INTERNATIONAL

•

0!

ese men at
e would cut
time almost in
reduce over-,
La Grange,"

HAR 7

I.
.55
y ga
as
}LP_ This vehicle was bought two
_duple ,-- central heat and air
the
pay
ncit
Why
PiliadhlteritT
per
•,,,n
rubber-rtirad
special
Extra
conditioned, carpeted. Available ONE INSIDE door; and two weekis age and cost $1,153 plus
IP same amount . toward owning May 12. Phone 753-9135 or 753- lavatories. See at the Ledger & tax. (Mode) 126) I will sacrifice.
buggy, old and sharp.
•your home? Call about this 3-BR 4478. SHAKY.
• TFC Times Offie-e, 103 North 4th for $1,000. Phone 492-8769. A24P
house on South side of Town. John
2 horse carts, automatic horse 5000
TFNC
.•00000.0.0000.0
Street.
. _...Randolph Realty & Auction co.
walker, lots of tools, 2 H.P. air
IRL'S 26" 3 Speed bicycle;
A22C FURNISHED APARTMENT, REDUCE SAFE & fast with Boy's 20" bicycle with banana
753-8382.
compressor, electric motors, 7"
TRUCK DRIVERS (Straight or IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!!
miles
2 H.P.
1
ipaprrroaxyi mAairtecondit oned.I
Craftsman skill saw, 7/
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap Water seat,$25.00. 1609 A, Locust Drive,
Semi)Experience helpful but not cooks, waitresses, dishwasher.
__,.., BY OWNER: Three bedroom.
Phone pills, Holland Drug Store, 109 phone 762-4497 or 753-8840 after
Y3
Evinrude boat motor(like new),
Can earn extremely phone Thum.
necessary.
A-Auk- large family room living room ;53-3139 or 753-4064.
Al8C South 4th Street.
semi mounted John Deere
A20C
A2OP 5:00..m.
high pay after short training. For
Opens 7 a.m.
mower red bell Ford actor
-1-4-balna-1nckitehen.dinipa_coomt
swANTED SOMEONE to te a utility room,carport, two storage
runs and
NICE furnished one 8 H.P. RIDING mower, 32" cut, SMALL DOG house with'
Poplar Street looks good.8,x435door,
For. application call 606-299-6912 garden at 1102 Olive Street. buildings, patio, carpeted. EXTRA
ft. house trailer,
bedroom apartment, air
Briggs and Stratton Engine, 4 detachable floor (Ideal Tor cats)
from.9 A.M. - 7 P.M. or write phone•Tsmg,
1TP central heat and air. Phone 753- ditioned. Part of utilities fur- speed. $329.95-4 H.P'Electric 20"x30", 20" high. It's Cute.
extra nice, mineral calf feeder.
Nation Wide Semi Division, 171
TFC nished. Adjacent to University start. $369.95. Roby Sales, High- Phone 753-1712.
9658
.
Come expecting lots more items.
A2ONC
Road, N. E. . WANTED EXPERIENCED
Circle
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank For information call Otto New
White Hall. way 68,Benton,,Kentucky. A20C
to
Next
campus.
Lexington,Kentucky 40505. A19C Welder-. Apply in person to Five TWO WATERFRONT lots, at
installation. Phone 753-7850. TF Chester Auction Serivce, 435-4042
CITIZEN BAND radios-2 way
$85.00 per month. Couples only
TFC Panorama Shores. For further Phone 753-3865.
Al9C AIR CONDITIONER truck load LaFayette 23 channel, Mobile
Lynn Grove, Kentucky. Not WANTED FLOOR Lady or Points Welding Shop.
information phone 436responsible for accidents. "It foreman for a knit shirt factory.
sale, while they last. Thomas A. LaFayette base station 11
A24NC
2289.
7:34
BABY-SITTER
WANTED
Pays To Sell The Chester •
Edison. 10,000 BTU, $161.88. channel, Courier Mobile 23
mobile
Must know how to -instruct and
bedroom
TWO
NICE
A2OP
a.m.-4:30-p.m. Must furnish own
Way".
A24C
17,000 BTU, $186.88. 20.000 BTU, channel. Phone 753-9240.
assume responsibility. Phone
miles
2
1
/
2
Phone 753-7353 BY OWNER, three bedroom home, all electric,
transportation.
$241.88.
BTU,
$221.88.
23,000
Paducah
room
collect 502-443-6491,
A19C brick, paneled family room; South of Murray. Also The
26;000 BTU, $261.88. Roby Sales, 12'100' TWO BEDFIOM 1968
CONSIGNMENT SALE, April 22, Shirt Company.
A24C after 5:00p.m.
house, unfurnished, two miles
and
schools
large
near
lot,
trailer, new washer, new air
Highway 68, Benton, Ken1972, 7:00 p.m. Hazel, Kentucky.
after
South on 641. Phone 753-4645
shopping $19,000.00. Call 753conditioner, underpenning.
May
tucky.
1C
Following is a list of items to be 'SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
A19C
A24P 4:00p.m.
6658.
$3,200. Will sell for $2,800 without
sold. One antique ice cream
CALL 753-2310
and air conditioner and washer.
STOVE
ELECTRIC
parlor table and four (4) chairs; FURNITURE REFINISHING, PAINTING INSIDE and out and
AUTOS FOR ALE
A24C
4- antique show cases; 1-ice all work guaranteed. Free pick
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, refrigerator, oak dining room Phone 753-8657.
for SEARS •xtra-low
general repair. Phone 435suite, bedroom suite and living
bathroom,
some
also
fountain,
kitchen,
cream
room,
soda
living
Free
estimate.
delivery.
and
up
Luxury
Al9C 1966 OLDSMOBIL
5173.
catalog price.
and_hath. One or two room suite. Phone 753-4858 after 22' CRIS CRAFT Cruiser with 75
old stock from drug store. The Antique or natural finish. Jerry
sedan with air: Top condition and with shower
1TP H.P. Johnson motor and tandem
4:30p.m. ,
aboye items are from the Hazel McCoy,753-3045.
April 20C
mileage. Will trade for lot or bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartlow
trailer. $600.00. Phone 753GARDEN BREAKING. Phone land or sell for $950.00. Phone 436- ments, South 16th Street. Phone
Drug Store.
AMP
A24C
7150.
A21C
Also offered for sale, old wash PIANO tuning-repair-rebuiming. 489-2651.
A20C 753-4609.
5'47
1971
motorcycles:
650
TRIUMPH
kettles, stoves, milk tans, Prompt expert service. 15 years
Bonneville. 1970 and 1968 Tiger. CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
refrigerators, living room suite, experience. Ben W. Dyer, I WILL fix your lawn mower,
Catalog Sales Office
treated lumber. A/so styrofoam
12 x60' MOBILE HOME, com- Phone 435-4895 after 4:30
end tables, lamps, dinette set, Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247quick service. Phone-753A21P
p.m.
pletely furnished, carpet, w
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Southside Shopping Center
chest of drawers, washer, 8072.
Apri126C 7863.
A2OP
Murray, Ky.
and dryer, air conditioned,
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
vacuum cleaner, glassware, and
located on shady lot, on Highway 7INNI* SS & XB Restaurant Street.
1TC
dishes
WILL MOW lawns. now.and a Will MOW yards, anytime ail
280, one mile off 94 East, three guest checks, sold al cost, $10.00
Wayne Wilson Really alid
summer. Phone 753-8550 after
miles-from -Murray-Phone 7fia- per case t 100-bookst Sold trr case
tOckAuction Service, Murray, Kenlurninetle_eg..Phone 7-53We can quickly fix
filaY3C 6764.
A24C lots only. Ledger & Times Office UPRIGHT PIANO,antique. Good
A20(
iheige--"P-m•
5038.
in
Phildi-OMIC,'
one or 100
Supply, 103 North 4th Street. TF- condition, recently tuned. Phone
sale.
of
plates to go
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
III
A20C
TWO ROOM apartment. newly NC
753-5677.
Wayne Wilson, Auctiopeer,
gravel, fill dirt and REAL ErrATE FOR SALE
also
To qualified buyers,
TRIANGLE INN
decorated, wall to wall carpeting,
home phone 753-5086. Charles
bank
air
12'x50'.
MOBILE HOME,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
after a down payment of
753 4953
living and bedroom combined
Thompson, apprentice AucFOR SALE
conditioned, fully furnished and
354-8138, or .354-8161 after 6:00 WANT A Nice little Place in the
The
trade.
or
rash
$195,
735Phone
kitchen.
large
and
753-7565.
phone
home
tioneer,
Elm Grove Parsonage
TFC
carpeted with'underpenning and
p.m.
balance
due
$1987.75,
is
3-1111'
this
A20C
about
Ask
Country?
4871.
4 bedroom, full basement,
Call us for all your auction
electric pole. Phone Farmington
payable in 26 monthly
WANT TO BUY
Carpeted Frame House. John
electric. heat, newly
needs, we will hold consignment
Al9C
345-2157'.
and
or
345-2506
GARDEN -PLOWING
Installments. A finance
Randolph Realty & Auction Co
decorated. 300 S. 5th St.
sales each 2nd and 4th Saturday
discing. Also 131ishhOgging. Cal
•
charge 4_6357.81, at an
UPSTAIRS THREE room furAnt'
•
Price $16,000. Call 7534770
nights at Hazel, Kentucky, time
APR of 11.68 per cent
nished apartment, private bath
NEEDED - NICE 3 bedroom 7:00 p.m. If you have items you now for appointment. Knight's
8 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Al8C
THE YOUTH SHOP
and a total note of
and entrance. Available April 24.
house within city for $18,500 or would like to put on consignment Shoff:7534035.
25'2 ACRES OF land, with two
v,
504 MAIN
Phone 753-3718 or 753-5351. A24
62345.511. Kentucky state
less. Buyer has the money. John call us at the above phone
car garage, one mile South of
MOBILE HOME, Excellent buy.
1
'
0
tax and license adRandolph Realty & Auction Co. numbers. We would like to sell PAINTER WORK by hour or by Kingswood Subdivision. Phone
Al8C
Phone 753-9347.
Dresses - Knit Shirts
aloes!.
A22NC
753-8382.
A22pr contract. Inside and out. Phone 753-8867 or 489-2172.
.
them for you.
.
.
Sportswear
FULLY FURNISHE1.1 apart
Al8C
Jerry Wallace,713-6824.
-BICYCLE BUILT for twill, very
ment, couple preferred. $90.
good condition. Phone 753EN
F:NVESTMENT
WANT TO BUY Girl's bicycle,
per month,rent and utilities. 164 NEW PLYMOUTH, garden
LAST & FOUND
A 18C
4526.
- EnyeSiment - We Carroll Volkswagen, Inc. Miller Ave.,753-1775.
VESTMENT
A2426" in good condition. Phone 753tillers, SLIP. Briggs and Stratton
''OR ALL your home additions made a mistake in spelling - but
.
TFNC LOST: CAT, black and white; alterations, remodeling, etc.
6030 after 5:00p.m.
ongine with forward and reverse
ou won't make a mistake if you 753-8850 800
four months old male. Lost nearia
11
95 Roby Sales, Highway 68, 14' ALUMINUM CRAFT fishing
$139
mobil
ee Estimates. Phone 753Ftrzt,
bedroom
TWO
CLEAN
7
invest your money in this
TEC,
Fairlane Drive. Phone 753ff- firtaT,"1-11:Tr. .JOhlisort
conditto
air
,
hOtne:PrWiti3 Bath
WANT-TO- BUY speed,
Alit('
$175.00. Phone 753-3298:
-A2OP
.
1345.
9368.
•
TFC
TFNC
located within yards of MSU. MUST SELL!! 1970 Maverick, has storage building. $65.00 per
PI,one 767-2655.
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR John Randolph Realty di Auction red exterior,black vinyl interior, month. Also unfurnished tw
FISHING, & CAMPING Supply
LOST THREE year old brown painting; any size..job. All work Co. 753-8382.
A22C automatic, power- steering, bedroom apartment. Phone•
FOR SALE OR 'TRADE
WANT TO BUY good old'tractor, Collie with white blaze on nose guaranteed. Use first quality
wenear Ky. 8i Barkley I)am.
2595.
conditioning.
air
brakes,
power
preferrably Al/is Chalmers, and white chest.Name "Tramp". paint. Free estimate. Call Steve(
Short season. Buy now, recoup
.100DIN VESTMENT :prijperty New tires. Phone 753-7139 or after
inyestment by September. Phone Z' NOMAD,. SELF ,4:ontained
consider others. Phone 753A21C
TFC nearly two acres in heart of town, 6:00 p.m. 751-7736....
Very friendly. Phone 753Todd,753-8495.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
'i
A20C 3.197. . _
• Al9C travel trailer and 066 Olds 98
AlliCi
.
753-6812.
near 801 and $yealitille and. the
5048.
cetlage dear Kirksey. Electric
luxury sedan tow car. A complete
AIR. .con- hospital.'Nice retirement home
AUTOMOTIVE
WANTED T0 DENT •
large
bath,
tub
and
shower
station heat,
unit in top • --:eonditton, all
ditioning, rebuilt compressors, siglitzRuyer gets land, old 9.rloin 1963 - CHEVROLET
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
LAY144G- fiENS;-' L50- vial'. 61900.00. Will tare 1'am:tor fiRs as isiaii,Aouse--in Freork-afts•G. wage,.
,
-TO
_ ledger St- limo& Ploaso
:part-payment. Phone 436a reasonable price. Available Roosters, $ 25 each. Phone 753
$250.00.
condition.
Good
Phone
tires.
$9,050.80.
at
buy
by office, 103 North 4th Street. No Murray, three bedroom, un- North 4th Street. Phone 75.3-6976 A sound
A24C 5333.
•
Al9P 5587.
489-2405.
Phone
I.
May
A20C
A20C _
Aprillar Phone 753-7506.
May22P 753-7620r.753-99l2,
•
TFNC furnished. Phone 753-6520. A20('or 474-2748
phone calls please.

No Phone tails-

12th &

Don't gamble
on WORN tires..

Sears

rmatory at La •-•''
nitentiary near .
ated at motel
t capacity last I
nd the overues.

ville received
rs. from the
r, while 283
-17.--"th•ange,

SMALL WORLD
ELECTRONICS
Sales and Service

you'll lose every lime!

epartment of
s considering
of Kentucky
ible measure to
ding at its two
al institutions.

S are reSpon✓ and mainpitol buildings
rcrowding at
s said he may
lice of Iranm prisoners
ge to
the

Center

•.n NICE THREE bedroom brick.
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
W $2500.00 equity and assume loan,
apartment, air conditioned, one
•less than 10 years.to pair. Phone
--TFC &A from campus. couples or
•495-8264.
•
singles only. Available May 1st.

STARKS
HARDWARE

Ky. (AP)--A 90-

Commissioner
es said his
ht use the old
age facility.
last year, to
ates who work
etail and are
fort each day

Kroger Store

•

•

Kills Two
ah Sunday

1

'195" Down
$6515 Per Month
1972 Model

SurchargelitsmBo=
Chestnut

•
•
-

--r•rwewit•f004.11lagir.Z-.-ti

••*.

•
ar.
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Several Cases Heard In
Court In The Past Weeks

Herpetology Workshop Is Planned At Kenlake Park

Your In ual Hot

- By Helen Price-Stacy
face up to a Challenge from
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.- trailmates, whether there is a
BeautifulICenlake State'Resat -dlifiketice zit opinion "as to. the
Park at Hardin, Ky., is species of a poplar along a
headquarters for a workshop on rugged path in Wolfe County's
herpetology April 21-23.
• Tight Hollow or a sijuearnish
And if research can promote person afraid to touch a bat in
just a _little appreciation for Bat Cave (which is in Carter
those._ -wiggly,_trawling, Cams-State liesort,Park mar
exquisitely graceful but still Olive Rill).
horrifying things called snakes,
Fle has been hiking wellthe workshop will have realized marked trails--and many not
quite an accomplishment.
marked at all-io Kentucky's
Such -appreciating, -together
liff-and.canyon-countrywith greater understanding of for 35 years. He always goes
all things of nature, is one armed, not with guns but with
purpose of the *event.
cameras,and has photographed
The weekend program is most of the state's wildflowers
being directed by state and wildlife.
naturalist Charles Rippy, who
He also is author or co-author
hasas guest speaker and leader 01 a number of books and orDr. Roger Barbour, zoologist at ' les dealing with zoology
and
the University of Kentucky.
• botany in ,Kentucky, and
For veterans of this and through the University Press
of
similar workshops held in state-- Keritueliy he reeeatly published
maintained parks in the com- "The Amphibians and Reptiles
monwealth, Dr. Barbour is that of.Kentucky."
familiar and knowledgeable
NaturalisT-Rippy advises
person who never gets tired Oils everyone Interested- in
the
steep trail and who can call a herpetology workshop to
bring
wildflogrer a pink lady's-alipper along all-weather
-clothing,
to a neophyte and Cyprfpedium "since field trips
will be taken
acaule to one learned in the regardless of weather
conflora of a region.
ditions."
The t/K,witilegist also yen --Among field trips acheduled

Frances.Drake

Several cases have been tried
Stanley Tucker, Route 1
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, 1972
in the Calloway County Court of
Kirksey,speeding. Fined $10.00,
Judge Robert 0. Miller. Those
costs $18.50, State Police.
Look in the section in which COULD prove of value.
lined were:
Steven filakeley, Sturgis, your birthday comes and find
, Randy Rowland Paducah, reckless driving. Fined $10.00, what your outlook is, according PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
- fiehing-ivithotik-sheenee, fined- _ costs 41&511,_State_Pnlice..__ _
the stank
.
Note the difference between
$15.00, costs $18.50, Department
Eddie Cook, 502 N.6th, D.W.I. ARIES
gold and tinsel. Do not be fooled
of Fish and Wildlife. Fined $100.00 costs $13.50, State (Mar...21 to Apr. 20) linir
4 by flatterers. This day is open
Mrs. Richard Crosett, 213 S. Police.
Stellar influences eircollent season for extremes, flight16th, cold checking. Fined
Kenneth Vessels, Paducah, for constructive action. If iness. Avoid,
1ln nik Cad& $12A rowtitutim s
sts
'tans baYe _KlreadY
YOU BORN TODAY are
made.
$18.50, State Police.
been made, carry, them out
Glen Prince, Paris, Tenn.,
Harry Hawkins, Route 1, diligently; make some, if you endowed with a fine mind and
D.W.I., amended to reckless
Farmington, public drunk. note a stalemate to progress. your quest for knowledge is
unceasing.
You
are
driving. Fined '$100.00, costs
Fined $10.00 costs $25.50, City TAURUS
imaginativ
perseverin
e,
g
and
$13.50, State Police_
_
'Police.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64:7 extremely ambitious; would
Joe Payne, Okolona, Miss.,
Steiteri -Bathe
- It,-1314- Vine, -Look below the surface for make an outstandin
g salesman
D.W.I.Fine $100.4*,COMB113-50,. drunk in public place. Fined leads which will help you solve
and can promote your wares in
State Poke.
$10.00,costs $18.50,State Police. problems, get ahead faster in a way that makes
them
John MOrrow, Kansas City,
Henry Buckinkham, 520 your occupation. A good day for irresistible. In fact, your
Mo.,D.W.1,. Fined $100.00, costs
home and family concerns.
White Hall, speeding. Fine
business acumen it one of your
$14.50, State Police.
$10.00 suspended,. costs $111.50 GEMINI
greatest a:wets', and; whether
Patrick Perill, Kansas City, paid, State Police.
(May 22 to June 211
you choose industrY, commerce
Mo., drurdi in a public place.
Think copal,uttively and or an artistic profession as a
Curtis Gipsen, New Concord,
Fined $17.00, costs $1L5kState. inadequate -silencer. F.,
reckon with all passible -career, yon are bound to make
Police.
$10.00,costs $18.50, State Police. eventualities before under- tt par Yew are inventive, too,
Charles 4 • Shelton,
Joe Lancaster, 507 S. 9th, taking any new enterprise. In especially in the field. of
1709
Calloway. speeding. Fine of drunk in public place. Fine fact, day will be better for gadgetry. Other fields suited to
$10.00 suspended, costs $18.50, $10.00, costs $18.50, failed to routine matters - than for your talents:' Education:
literature, the law and the
paid, State Police. appear, three capias issued. unusual ventures.
stage. Traits to curb: ImpulWillard Hunt,_ _Cleveland, Spent three days in County Jail, CANCER
slveness,,..,oveyaggressiveness,
Ohio,improper passing. Fine of 'Paid Ithe of $4.00, costs $30.50, (June= to July 23)
Mild influences. Plan and easy Was ofiettiper.
$10.00 suspended, costs $18.50 State Police.
paid, State Police.
Girvis Dowdy, 172 Riveiera execute an efficient schedule,
Frank Nance, Paris, Tenn., Courts, speeding. Fined $10.00, devoid of all clutter.Pay special
attention to details and I' es.
LEO
costs $13.50, State Police.
Wilson
Loesch,
West
Glenda Wolfe, Paducah, cold
Carrollton, Ohio, Fishing (July 24 to Au& 23)
Greatly improved influences
checking. Fined $10.00, costs Without License. Fined $15.00,
$25.50, restitution made.
costs $18.50, Department of Fish to help those of you who have
energies, disposition and
Mindy Cox, Louisville, cold
and Wildlife.
checking. Fined $10.00, costs
Wallace Swan, Route 5, general setup under control.
$25.50, restitution made, reckless driving. Fined $10.00, Especially favored: Arts, crafts
and all activities requiring
Sheriff's Department.
costs $18.50, State Police.
Jerry Thomason, Paducah, - Robert Sanderson, Route 1, manual dexterity.
Improper Passing. Fined $10.00, Dexter,
speeding. Fine of VIRGO
costs $18.50, State Police.
$10.00, suspended, costs $18.50, (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Especially favored now:
James Manning, Dexter; paid, State Police.
Business
matters, the dereckless driving. Fined $100.00,
William Glen Lee, Route 1, Velopment
of better tactics and
costs $13.50, State Police.
Dealer, D.W.I., amended to systems. Re-examin recent
e
Patricia Johnson, Paris reckless driving. Fined $100.00, ideas and plans.
Tenn., cold checking. Fined costs $13.50, State Police.
LIBRA
$10.00, costs $25:50, restitution
Alton Allen Swift, 1303 Story,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
rnade,-Sherilli-en .
•
•
,
YmiYhái in. some op.$18.50, State P 'ce.
position and ill will now, but
David Hayman, West Frank- don't "fight back." Counteract
fort:411.,fishing without license. by being your most ingratiating
Fined $15.00, costs $18.50, self. It will work wonders!
Department of Fish and SCORPIO
,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) MeV'
KathleenEtherton, 201 N.5th,
Tendencies to avoid now:
f
i
t
Re: ssnes a 41
$1 .00,costs 819.50, DeAmi ent
s.
n'
- agtellf
of Fish and Wildlife.
ments impulsively but, on the
FRANKFORT,Kr -Another
Ronnie Ronsani, Washington, other hand, - remember, that
And"-141., --speeding. Pine of $10.00
Jesse Stuart remembers the suspended, costs $18.50 paid, "little ventured: little gained."
Good judgment needed.
old man watching for the turtle State Police.
SAGITTARIUS
sunning on a rock-an annual
Mary Seaton, Louisville,
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
sign of hope for himself.
speeding. Fined $10.00, costs
A favorable day,on the whole,
Another Iintional Library $18.50, State Police.
do not be heedless or let
but
Week in Kegs.ii4y4 April 16Junior Tucker, Dexter, "little things" go unattended.
• ••
;
librarian at the state Depart- operator's license. Fine of
in some areas.
ment of Libraries' Kentucky _ $100.00 and costs- of $13,50 on CAPRICORN
Room,reminds us that another D.W.I. charge, fined $10.00, (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
YZI4
Ayers Directory of Periodicals costs $13.50 on reckless driving
There will be several opis off the press.,
charge,sentenced to 10 days in portunities to advance your
The Ayer's volume, the jail on no operator's license status now,but you may have to
Checklist of Kentucky State charge.
Jail
sentence ferret out some for yourself.
Publications and the State suspended on condition that he With your know-how, this
Directory are the sources of not drive anymore.
should be easy - and you'll
information about all Kentucky
James Palmer, 811 Olive, enjoy it.
periodicals the Department of fishing without license. Fine of AQUARIUS
Libraries receives.
$15.00 suspended, costs $18.50 (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mrs. Harrison points out that paid. Department of Fish and ' Avoid a tendency toward
indifference. You may feel
a Kentucky periodical is any Wildlife.
magazine,journal or newsletter
Gary Crook. East Prairie, "lukewarm" about some
published in Kentucky or about Mo., fishing without license. suggestions proffered, but look
into them anyway. They
Kentucky, not including daily or Fined $15.00, costs $18
50
weekly newspapers.
Department of Fish and
The Ayers directory lists the Wildlife.
state's
66
commercial
Johnny Ditto, Sikeston, Mo.,
publications. 'The 96 state fishing without license. Fined
government publications bring $15.00, costs $18.50, Departmen
t
the total of active Kentucky of Fish and Wildlife.
BL.4NI)ING. Utah (UPI)
titles received by the departFred Hairr, Faison, N.C., - If Mohammed cant- opine
ment to 162.
Public Drunk. Fined $20.00, to -the mountain, then the
Department of Libraries costs $18.50;State Police.
mountain will come to
holdings go back to about 1965
James Wilson, Newton Grove, Mohammed.
for most of these periodicals., N.C., Reckless
Driving,
The
Current issues are displayed on amended to disorderly conduct. EducationUtah Board of
is applying the
„the -landing of - the. grand Fined $10.00, costs $18.50.
S • adage to Indians who can't get
stairway at Berry Hill on Police.
education in a southeastern
Louisville Road in Frankfort,
section of the State.
the department's headquarters.
Mobile classrooms, in the
Back issues are stored on the
.form of convened 40-foot
balcony overlooking what once
truck trailers. are being
brought onto the reservation
was the Music Room in the fine
by the division of adult
old mansion.
education and training.
Kentucky periodicals that are
Self-contained power units
indexed and bound at the state
provide heat, refrigeration and
library include Input Kentucky,
electricity for Navajo students
Kentucky Business, Happy
lira inside the trailers Indian
Hunting Ground, Louisville
fathers repeat English phrases
Magazine and Via Kentucky
in preptration for job inStop and Oink for a moment. Just bow much are you spending for
.Highways.ters tews.
prescriptions during a year? Have you ever lawn the prescription your
There are also complete
'Elie women use sewing
doctor writes and shopped for the best price; Your prescription belongs to
collections of the Register of the
machines and studs home
you and Kegley'-h-juat-avants the opportunity to prove that we can save you
economics or nutrition with
Kentucky Historical Society
money on your prescriptions.
training in mathematics ofand the-Filson Club Quarterly.
we are selling all prescriptions at wholesale price plus only 50 cents
fered to both sexes.
pharmacist's ler. Just ask your doctor for your prescription and bring it by.
Mrs. Harrison edits a
We'll gisr you our price- and you have absolutely no obligation to us. But we
bimonthly listing of periodicals
Classroom facilities for.
merly had to be located near
and articles about Kentucky
fltoWer ftItt5f4.4.115 W414* Ikre low'which is circulated to alt
and far fietween in this desert
regional and county libraries in
country. and state planners
the state.
.
believed the lack of education
Patrons may use Kehtucky
keeps Indians. poor.
periodicals at the state library
The trailers resemble
from 8 a.m. to 4 pm., Monday
transport sans, but inside
through Friday.
instead of rtIWtk of vegetable
Citizens throughout the
E—NSMBL
AnCeitotir boxei there are individual
commonwealth may. request enterable for spec,A
study desks along paneled
l otcastons
-articles
-beby • in- ;3 f'4)" S•mone Y•rmsn's spring walls.
"11511brary loan- thrrifig117 the&
TkORKIer Oita. whickiiPire a riatibt7m0e r
...:,""cr
kept -tomatoes and lettuce
local libraries, at 10 cents per
shown n London It worn with
fresh', now provide a controlled
page.
• hat at
climate for Indian education.'
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during theweekend is a visit to -

Reservations for the weekend
Murphy's Pond in an unusual workshop should be made by
area of cypress swamps.
contacting Kenlake State
Guests may begin registering Resort Park, Hardin, Ky. 42029,
at 6 p.m. Friday. A program by 502-474-2211.
Dr. Barbour is to start about 8
p.m. There will be opportunity
for everyone to participate in a
-question and answer ,session.
• •
"The registration fee will be
$4," states Rippy. "However, *JACKSON, Miss.(AP)- Po-- there will be a reduced fee of $2 lice have warned Jackson residents that a stolen 200-pound
for students."
cannonball
, made in 1863 in the
--Field-trips- begirt Saturday,orihjs still capable of creatwith another informative Nprogram set Saturday evening, ing heavy damage and of killand further field trips Sunday ing persons.
The "live fuse" catinonball,
morning. Usually an outdoor
worship service is a part of filled with black powder, was
stolen from its resting spot outworkshop weekends.
The -word woeltiiii•op."- to side the home of C.O. Drunisome might mean that the mond of Jac-risen, pO Jce sat..
weekend is for professional Drummond noticed it was miss,
naturalists; but sucb is not die' ing Saturday.
Drununend said Sunday
ease. Though- naturalists
participate, many of those had tried-to-get bomb experts
attending are persons wh6 to defuse it, but they had declined because they were not
simply want to learn
sure of how to disarm such a
environment. .A number
participants are doctors, large explosive device safely.lawyers and people of other 'Drummond said it was one of
professions who welcome the two cannonballs found on his
opportunity to get outdoors for property in Vicksburg in 1947, •
relaxing
and
enjoyable 'during construction of an addition to his home at the time.
weekends.
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think you'll find our price so loss you can't afford to have it filled elsewhere.
Each and every prescription is filled by our registered proiessioual-pnarmarkt exactly as your doctor orders. The only difference is our low price!
Try us and sue. You can't lose a thing - and you have tremendous sin logs
to gain. Begley's wants to be your Mend -and we think the best wit) to be a
friend is to save you money plus provide the personal, courteous service
that has made Begley's popular for over fifty years.
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